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Researchers test genetic therapy Federal
decisions
threaten
grants

Revolutionary cancer treatment shows
promise in clinical tests.
NAYLOR BROWNELL
News Editor

A revolutionary treatment strategy for all types
of cancer may be on the horizon, thanks to a
Clemson University research team.
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences
Yanzhang "Charlie" Wei and his research team
have developed a method for creating a powerful
patient-specific cancer vaccine.
Recently Wei received a grant of more than
$450,000 from the National Cancer Institute to
help pay for the first phase of testing on kidney
cancers. His team is also testing its effectiveness
on melanoma.
"It's a generic therapy that, if confirmed as
working, can be applied to any type of cancer,"
Wei said.
Wei and another Clemson professor, Thomas
Wagner, have studied several alternative approaches to treating cancer, and this latest effort is the culmination of five years of research at Clemson and
at the Oncology Research Institute at Greenville
Hospital.
Patients being treated with Wei's method would
donate cells from both their blood and the tumor
itself, which Wei would use to create the vaccine.
The method is called cancer immunotherapy.
"It is an individualized kind of therapy," he
said.
Each person's blood cells and tumor cells would
be unique, he explained, so each treatment is customized to the person and their type of cancer.

Government cutsfunding
to valued financial aid
program; thousands affected.
ADAM THOMPSON
Assistant News Editor

FIGHTING FOR A CURE: Dr. Yanzhang 'Charlie " Wei works in his lab at the Oncology Research
Institute at the Greenville Hospital
However, the treatment would act as a vaccine and
prevent future occurrences of cancer. Wei said the
vaccine would act just like a measles or polio vaccine — that is, the vaccine would teach the white
blood cells in the person's body to recognize and
i
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kill hostile cancer cells.
Wei explained that to make "the vaccine, he had
to create a hybrid of the two cell types that could

SEE VACCINE, PAGE A6
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State investigates
land conservation football players
Landowners allegedly cheat
the state out ofmillions in an
evasive tax break scheme.
KATHERINE DUPRE
Staff Writer
A recent audit by the South
Carolina Department of Revenue has
discovered that false reports filed as
part of a land conservation easement
program have cost the state close to

$244 million in revenue.
The program was designed to give
tax breaks to landowners who sign
a federal contract promising not to
develop their property. Landowners
began to abuse this program by inaccurately inflating the value of their
land or by creating fake land trusts,
thereby evading the federal contract
and earning more money than is
deserved.

SEE

LAND, PAGE A6

TREES!: Landowners may have scammed the state with open land on golf
courses.

LATRICE LARY
Staff Writer
Five University of South
Carolina football players were
arrested last Thursday on larceny
charges pertaining to the Nov.
22 theft of up to $18,000 worth
of laptops, video equipment and
framed photographs. According
to The Daily Gamecock, the
school's student newspaper, the
equipment and pictures were
stolen
from
Williams-Brice
Stadium.
Senior Woodly Telfort, offensive lineman, was charged with
felony grand larceny in the theft
valued at $4,000 and faces up to
five years in prison if convicted.
Sophomore quarterback Syvelle
Newton, former student and
linebacker Rodriques Wilson
and seniors quarterback Dondrial
Pinkins and defensive lineman
Freddy Saint-Preux were all
charged with petit larceny in
thefts of photos from the stadium, according to The State.
Wilson and Pinkins were both
captains on the football team last
season, and Telfort was expected
to fight for a position on the
offensive line in the 2005 season.
Pinkins has also been rumored to

be competing for a position in
professional football.
The five players who were
arrested last Thursday all gave
statements to USC police admitting they stole property, according to arrest warrants.
A sixth player, former USC
student Brian Brownlee, was
charged with grand larceny last
Friday for allegedly stealing two
laptops and two video projectors,
reported The State.
The thefts occurred shortly
after USC Athletic Director
Mike McGee told players that
they would not be attending a
bowl game because of the brawl
during the Clemson-Carolina
game. According to The Daily
Gamecock, the athletics department made an announcement
soon after the thefts that five
of the stolen laptops had been
returned. The announcement
later proved to be false, and
McGee took responsibility for
the mishap.
The original incident report
listed three laptop computers,
two video projectors and 12
photos as missing, but officials
later said they were unsure
how many photos were stolen.
Athletics department officials
told The State and USC police
in December that all the property
had been reclaimed. As a result,

The Lady Tigers fell to Wake Forest in
a heated game on Sunday. Though they
lost, the women actually outshot the
Deacons in the second half, B2

FRIDAY: Partly Cloudy
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Six present and former
USC students, players are
implicated in thefts.

With changes upcoming to federal need-based Pell Grant requirements and loan limits frozen in
the face of climbing tuition costs,
students receiving financial aid
are facing challenges this year, a
University official said this week.
"There are some critical issues
this year," said Clemson Financial
Aid Director Marvin Carmichael.
"It's a good time for students to
be engaged in the political process
relative to financial aid issues and
to make their voices heard."
The U.S. Higher Education Act,
the legislation that controls these
issues, must be reauthorized during the current congressional session. Accordingly, students should
contact their representatives in
Congress to express both thanks
for the aid they receive and concern
that they might lose it, Carmichael
said.
The
U.S.
Department
of
Education recently updated tax
tables for the Pell Grant, the highest-funded federal aid program for
students, and more than 80,000
students are expected to lose their
grants. One million more students
will likely see their grants decrease
by $100 to $300.
To soften the impact of these
changes, President Bush is expected to ask Congress for an increase
of $500 over five years in the maximum Pell Grant award.
"I don't want students to think
financial aid is gone," he said.
But some students will lose their
grants, and even in general, Pell
Grant awards fail to keep pace with
inflation in tuition costs — facts he
called "bothersome."
In the 2003 to 2004 school year,
2,120 Clemson students received
Pell Grants totaling more than $5
million. Clemson's financial aid
office lacks the resources to project the number of students who
will be impacted by the tax table
changes, Carmichael said, but he
does not anticipate enrollment or
continuation at the University will
be affected.
Ryan Wilson, a psychology sophomore student from Summerville,
had to obtain a Pell grant when he
returned to school after a medical
withdrawal. He found his scholarships had been revoked and was
forced to take out a loan and apply
for the grant.
"I was so grateful for the
Pell Grant, because otherwise I
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Correction
In the Jan. 21 edition, the Tiger ran a photograph of Ania
Dolinska which was incorrectly captioned as Julie Coin. The
Tiger sincerely regrets this mistake.

NationalView
Alleged Terror plot a 'false alarm'
A reported terrorist plot against Boston was "a false alarm,"
the FBI said Tuesday, and the man suspected of supplying the
false information about the plot was arrested Monday. The
informant told authorities of the threat last week, implying
that a terrorist group planned to detonate a radioactive
"dirty bomb" in the city. The FBI concluded there were no
such plans being carried out. Sixteen people, including 13
Chinese immigrants, were sought in connection with the
alleged plot, and a criminal investigation is ongoing.

Bush to ask for $80 billion for combat
When the president submits his 2006 budget to Congress
on Feb. 7, he will request $80 billion or more to continue to
fund wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, administration officials
said this week. This new request would bring the amount
spent on the war in Iraq and operations against terrorism
worldwide to more than $300 billion, CNN reported. Also,
congressional budget analysis projected Tuesday the federal
budget deficit for the next decade would be $855 billion. The
projection does not factor in the costs of wars or President
Bush's proposed Social Security privatization.

GlobalPerspective
African church leader criticizes condoms
In a statement that angered activists, the Roman Catholic
Church in South Africa said Wednesday that promoting
condom use has not stopped the AIDS pandemic in Africa
and may have increased promiscuity. Cardinal William
Napier said that the millions of dollars spent on condom
promotions and education have had no effect on the AIDS
problem and that "by promoting condoms, we are promoting
immoral behavior." In Africa, where activists estimate 600
people die from AIDS every day, many men still resist using
condoms. A spokesman for the Treatment Action Campaign,
an African AIDS lobbying group, denounced Napier's
remarks as ideologically driven and said the taboo nature of
the disease, not condoms' ineffectiveness, is the reason for
failures of condom programs.

Four "enemy combatants" released without charge
After a day of questioning Wednesday, UK police released
without charge four British men previously held by U.S.
military forces in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. UK anti-terrorist
authorities arrested the men when they arrived in England
on Tuesday under U.S. custody and then interrogated them.
The men spent nearly three years in the Guantanamo Bay
detention facility held under Section 41 of the Terrorism Act
2000 because of alleged involvement in terrorist activities.
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Stem cell lines found to
be contaminated, unsafe
potentially not be useful for clinical research in the future, Charo
Badger Herald (U. Wisconsin)
said.
"In the future, we will be hoping to use (clean) cell lines to
(U-WIRE) MADISON, Wis.
grow tissues for transplantation
— All federally approved human
in humans," Charo said.
embryonic stem-cell lines curDr. James Battey, chairman of
rently available are suspected to
the stem cell task force at the
be contaminated with an animal
National Institutes of Health said
molecule, suggesting stem-cell
that that the report is just cement
use in medical applications could
evidence of what scientists had
be unsafe.
suspected for years.
The use of mice "feeder"
"People have always been
cells in laboratory culture is
concerned about the possibilthe typical method for growity that something deleterious
ing stem cells. Since the first
might be transferred from
stem-cell lines were created, 66l'm not sure if people have the
feeder cells to stem cells.
researchers have hypoth- technique (to make clean cell lines)
This puts a face on that subesized a possible contaminayet. Several groups (of researchers)
stance," said Battey.
tion from animal proteins.
He went on to propose a
"It was predicted there are trying to establish ways to grow
temporary solution for the
would be these kinds of (stem cells) in a chemically defined
contamination — isolation
issues," said University
and dilution.
of Wisconsin director of environment without a need for
Currently, federal funding
research
communications feeder cells to support stem-cell
is not available for the proTerry Devitt. "When you
duction of any new cell lines.
mix human cells with animal growth, so then we wouldn't have
The controversial decision
cells, there's always a risk. to deal with (contaminated stem
by the Bush administration
These cell lines were never cells). 99
in 2001 restricting funding
developed with the intention
of (clinical use)."
has some scientists worrying
whether the potential applicaThe contaminated cell
tions of their own research
lines are still perfectly usable
SU-CHUN ZHANG
will be affected.
for research — as they have
UW professor of anatomy
been since the beginning
Professor of anatomy and neurology and
— and are still "incredibly
neurology
Su-Chun
valuable" cells for research,
Zhang studies the applicaaccording to Devitt.
tions of stem cells in neurolUniversity of California
ogy. Zhang said it would take
researchers confirmed what
much effort to start new cell
scientists have predicted when under the current conditions were lines, especially because of the
they found their stem cells were put into living humans, there is a federal restrictions.
contaminated with a substantial significant chance of a deleterious
"I'm not sure if people have
amount of mice protein, called immune reaction and/or rejection the technique (to make clean cell
N-glycolylneuraminic acid, or of the transplanted cells."
lines) yet," Zhang said. "Several
Neu5Gc for short. Their experiUW professor of medical eth- groups (of researchers) are trying
mental results appeared Sunday ics Alto Charo said this is not to establish ways to grow (stem
Jan. 23 in the online version of new information but just provides cells) in a chemically defined
the journal Nature Medicine.
a confirmation of researchers' environment without a need for
Stem cells contaminated with hypotheses concerning the stem- feeder cells to support stem-cell
Neu5Gc are a potential problem cell lines. Everyone knew the growth, so then we wouldn't have
because humans could mount an older lines, including UW's, grew to deal with (contaminated stem
immune response to the cells, on mouse-feeder cells and could cells)."
RACHEL PATZER

making medical therapy very difficult.
"We have found that humans
are making antibodies against
Neu5Gc, presumably due to
our exposure to this non-human
molecule in dietary sources such
as red meat and dairy products,"
leader of the research team Dr.
Ajit Varki said in an e-mail.
"Thus, we predict that if (stem
cells) or their derivatives grown

Attention students!
Parking Services has started free shuttle service between the Hendrix Centei
and the Advanced Materials Research Lab (AMRL) at the Research Park.
Monday through Friday the van will make one trip per hour from the
Hendrix Student Center to AMRL at the Research Park and one trip back.
The van will leave the Hendrix Center at 7 a.m. to return to campus at
7:50 a.m. We will repeat this schedule each hour. The last shuttle will be at
6:30 p.m. from AMRL at the Research Park to arrive back to campus at
6:50 p.m.
Shuttle service will be available Monday-Friday from January 12, 2005
through June 30, 2005.
Thanks,
Geary Robinson
Director of Parking Services

111
political parties in Iraq vying Sunday for seats in Iraq's
national government

1,578
coalition casualties in Iraq as of Jan. 26

2.4 million
cost, in dollars, of 30 seconds of ad time during this year's
Super Bowl
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Spacecraft investigates Saturn's moon Titan
ANDY MCMURRAY

Northern Star
(Northern Illinois U)
(U-WIRE) DEKALB, 111. — It took
a few hours for hundreds of years of
scientific study to be surpassed with
a splat in the hydrocarbon mud on
Jan. 14.
Titan, the moon of Saturn and the
second largest moon in our solar system, has been the target of a seven
year odyssey by the Cassini-Huygens
spacecraft.
Huygens, the small probe that
landed on Titan, was piggybacked on
the Cassini orbiter, which launched in
1997.
The project was a joint NASA,
European Space Agency and Italian
Space Agency effort. NASA operates
Cassini and the ESA operated Huygens
during the ongoing mission.
Titan has long been the subject of
scientific scrutiny and speculation.
"I know why it's so interesting,"
said Northern Illinois University physics professor David Hedin.
"Some planets have an atmosphere
and some don't."
Titan's dense, nitrogen-rich atmosphere makes it the object in our solar
system most similar to Earth, Hedin
said.
"[It] looks a lot like Earth's atmo-

sphere four billion years ago," he said.
Observatory Manager Andrew
Morrison agreed with Hedin.
By looking at the geology and atmosphere of Titan, scientists could learn
things about the early Earth, he said.
Titan's status as the only known
moon with an atmosphere has also
added to scientific intrigue, Morrison
said.
Huygens returned images that confirmed speculation of liquid methane
on Titan's surface.
Surface temperatures on Titan are
very cold, Hedin said. Methane, a gas
on Earth, can exist as a gas or liquid
on Titan.
Although humans may never
explore Titan in person, robotics offer
an alternative method of exploration.
"[It is] much, much easier to develop robotic technology then to send
humans," Hedin said. "If you don't
put people in space, you don't have to
worry about them dying."
NASA officials offered congratulations to the ESA on their success with
the Huygens probe.
NASA spokeswoman Carolina
Martinez said NASA congratulated
colleagues at the ESA on the success
of the Huygens mission.
On Jan. 14, NASA Administrator
Sean O'Keefe said, "The descent
through Titan's atmosphere and down
to its surface appeared to be perfect."
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ATMOSPHERE: Shown above is Huygens 'descent through the atmosphere of Saturn s moon Titan. The graph was
made before the actual descent.

Do you
have plans
for February 5?
How about
enjoying a
free concert
sponsored
by WSBE
Come see
Vinyl Are
My Pants
and Elevator Action
at Edgar's
at 8 PM.

MONDAY
All you can eat
fried shrimp!
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Hwy 93, Across
from BiLo
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" What we are witnessing today is the transformation ofClemson. " January 25, 2005
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Female engineers
gain recognition
Prestigious publication
honors university for
engineering programs.
HEATHER DOWELL

Staff Writer
A national engineering magazine recently ranked Clemson
University fourth in the nation in
percentage of engineering doctoral
degrees granted to women.
According its Web site, Prism
magazine is the flagship publication of the American Society for
Engineering Education (ASEE).
The ASEE, a nonprofit organization, comprises more than 12,000
engineering faculty members; U.S.
colleges of engineering and engineering technology; corporations;
and other groups dedicated to promoting engineering and engineering technology education.
Also, according to an article
published by WomensENews Inc.,
a comprehensive national analysis
was done of college faculty positions held by female and minority
males at the nation's top math, science and engineering departments.
The report found that only three to
15 percent of full professors at top
engineering and science departments are women.
Arguments justifying the lack of
diversity in science faculty have
also included high attrition rates
among women, poor work atmosphere for women and women's
personal lifestyle choices, the
article said.
Harvard University President,
Lawrence H. Summers, recently
suggested at an academic conference that differences between the
sexes may explain why fewer
women succeed in careers such as
engineering. Summer's comments,
which offended some women,
were sent out as part of a biweekly
e-mail newsletter to students of
Clemson's College of Engineering
and Science.
The newsletter reported that at
the conference, which was aimed
at diversifying the science and
engineering work force, Summers
suggested that "innate differences
in women's and men's abilities in
math and science was one of the
reasons for women's inadequate
representation in the highest levels
of academic science."
These remarks have since been

severely criticized by many of
the conferences attendees, many
of whose own research disputes
Summers' assertions. The newsletter said Summers went on to
say that "women don't want to
work 80-hour weeks, anyway.
Women choose to work less and
so of course they won't wind up
at Harvard. Females persistently
score less well than males on certain standardized math tests."
Women in Clemson's engineering programs reacted strongly to
Summers' comments.
"I was appalled to think that a
man of such high regards would
speak of women that way," said
Samantha Ramsey, a mechanical
engineering sophomore. "Women
are willing to work just as hard
as any man to become successful.
The problem is that women are
underrepresented."
Ramsey is a member of Alpha
Omega Epsilon, a professional
engineering sorority.
"We are a group of intelligent young women who will
be successful in the field of science and engineering," Acker
said. "We completely contradict Dr. Summers' statements."
The Women in Science and
Engineering (WISE) Program at
Clemson disagrees with Summers'
as well. According to their Web
site, the WISE program gives girls
the opportunity to experience collaborative and hands-on learning,
as well as learn more about practical applications of engineering and
science.
WISE is an outgrowth of
Clemson's
award-winning
Programs
for
Educational
Enrichment and Retention, which
seek to increase retention and
graduation rates of qualified
minority students in Clemson's
engineering and science college.
"Women don't lack capacity,
they lack opportunity," said Serita
Acker, WISE program coordinator. "Our goal is to catch young
ladies before they give up on math
and science. We want to rekindle
and fan their interest in technical areas. Women continue to be
under-represented in science and
engineering, and that's a trend that
needs reversing."
WISE continues to be successful
in recruiting women to the maledominated technical field, Acker
said.

New coaches' salaries higher
than Barker's
Rob Spence and Vic Koenning,
two new additions to Clemson's
football coaching staff, will be
paid higher base salaries than
Clemson President Jim Barker, the
Greenville News reported. Spence
and Koenning will each be paid
$175,000 a year in base salary,
making them the 12th and 13 th
highest-paid Clemson personnel,
just ahead of Barker, who is paid
$172,550 a year.
Notable journalist to speak
Journalist, author and television
pundit Juan Williams will speak at
7:30 p.m. on Feb. 3 in 111 Lee Hall.
Williams is a senior correspondent for National Public Radio's
Morning Edition and a regular
panelist for Fox News Sunday. He
is a former op-ed columnist for the
Washington Post and has won an
Emmy award for television documentary writing. Williams wrote
the companion book to "Eyes on
the Prize: America's Civil Rights
Years, 1954-1965," an acclaimed
television documentary series.

Clemson alumnus killed in Iraq.
Stubenhoffer graduated from
Clemson in 1996. He was killed in
action in December. The ceremony
was conducted at the flagpole in
front of Tillman Hall.

media will be exhibited, including
photography, printmaking, sculpture and ceramics. The exhibit is
open every day from 9 a.m. until
4:30 p.m. and is free and open to
the public.

Former CU student killed in
wreck

CU Quit program continues

A Tri-County Technical College
student, and former Clemson
student, was killed in a threecar wreck Tuesday morning, the
Greenville News reported. Steven
Miller, 26, of 9838 Stock Lane,
Fort Mill, was traveling north on
U.S. 76 between Clemson and
Pendleton, when his 1988 Buick
hit a 2001 Ford van in the rear and
then crossed the center line and
struck a 1996 Saab head-on. Police
said Miller was not wearing a seatbelt and was thrown from the car.
Miller died of a skull fracture and
a broken neck, Pickens County
Coroner, Dr. Jim Mahanes, told
the Greenville News. The driver of
the Saab was taken to a Greenville
hospital with injuries, while the
driver of the van was uninjured,
police said.

Retreat service held for faUen
Clemson alum

Department of Art to show
masterpieces
from
female
graduates

Clemson's Army and Air
Force ROTC conducted a retreat
ceremony Wednesday in honor
of Capt. Mark Stubenhoffer, a

In the Lee Hall Gallery, art
will be on display until March 18
by Clemson Department of Art
alumnae. Artworks in a variety of

Meetings for smokers aspiring to
quit will be held every week until
May 18. The meetings, sponsored
by the Health Education office,
will be held three times a week,
from noon to 1 p.m. Tuesday, from
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday
and from 4:45 p.m. to 5:45 p.m.
Thursday. Each meeting is held in
the bottom floor of Redfern Health
Center and is free to students.
W.G. Clark to design Charleston
architecture center
A jury of experts chose W.G.
Clark Associates, a national design
firm, to design the new home
of Clemson Architecture Center
in Charleston. The project is
expected to cost $7 million. W.G.
Clark is a former Charleston resident who currently teaches at the
University of Virginia. Clemson
has architecture centers in Genoa,
Italy and Barcelona, and each
center is unique, implementing
its surrounding city into students'
study. The University encourages
every architecture student to spend
at least one semester at one of the
centers.

h eel like writing serious news (like TimeOut wishes they
could write)?
Write for the News section of The Tiger!
E-mail the News Desk today at news@thetigernews.com!

Buy your Valentine's
gift without the hassle
of going to the mall!
Valentine's Day gift baskets on
sale Feb. 1-8
Tables set up at the
library bridge 11 a..in.- 1 p.in.
Romantic dinner basket: $60
Evening R<&R basket: $40
Sweetheart basket: $25
sponsored by
National Society of Black Engineers

email: nicoles_nsbe@yahoo.com for a
brochure
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y^elcome to Hart*s Cove
Two miles from
campus and a
world apart.

w

Hart's Cove

With 1,600 feet of
private shoreline, boat
slips, sand volleyball
courts, pool, fitness

Located on the shores of

center, and outdoor patio

Lake Hartwell and

with fireplace, Hart's

secluded by miles of

Cove is truly a world

hardwood forest, lies

apart. And yet, it is just

Clemson's only lakefront

two miles from campus.

student living. Hart's

From the solitude of its

Cove is a private gated

setting to the warmth of

community of spacious

its residents, Hart's Cove

two-, three-, and four-

provides an opportunity

suite condominiums.

like no other.

QllSlutsiui

Each suite features it own
private bath and highspeed internet access.

Comfort • Security
Seclusion
v 2-, 3-, &. 4-suite condominiums
v Private baths
v High speed internet
v Secure gated entrance
v Enhanced sprinkler protection
v Lighted common areas
v 1,600 feet of private lakefront
v On-site management
v Pool, fitness center, outdoor

For more information

patio/fireplace

on leasing a suite at Hart's Cove, contact
Advantage Property Management at

864-654-3333

Hart's Cove
*Pending approval from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
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Trail nears completion
Construction on the
Palmetto Trail continues on
schedule.
JULIE LEDBETTER
Staff Writer

The following are arrests that were made by
the Clemson University police department from
Wednesday, January 19 to Wednesday, January 28.
January 19
9:11 p.m., Jonathan Albano, public disorderly conduct: drank,
Littlejohn, officer: Gowan
10:14 p.m., Louis Rogers, public disorderly conduct: drank,
Littlejohn, officer: Durham
January 20

Imagine hiking, biking and camping along trails that run through the
beautiful scenery and historical sites
of the Palmetto State.
This is the idea behind the
Palmetto Trail.
When fully completed, the
Palmetto Trail will encompass more
than 425 miles of recreational trail
that begins below the Appalachian
Mountains in Oconee State Park
and runs to the coast in the Francis
Marion National Forest just north of
Charleston.
The trail was conceived by the
Palmetto Conservation Foundation
(PCF), in the early 1990s, and the

first section of the trail opened in
1996.
According to Yon Lambert, the
PCF Upstate Trail Planner, the trail
is divided into segments, or passages, that can be independently
constructed and maintained.
As of now, the trail contains 15
passageways totaling more than 225
miles. When the trail is completed,
it will contain about 20 passages.
The target date for completion is
in 2010.
Lambert said that hiking on the
trail itself does not cost anything,
but certain state parks that the passageways ran through do charge
fees.
The purpose of the trail, according to Lambert, is not only to connect the counties, but to showcase
the history and geography of the
state as well.
"The trail is really intended to
connect some of the most scenic

places in South Carolina, but also
some of the important cultural destinations of the state," he said. "Each
section of the trail has its own special features."
The trail runs through such
diverse areas of the state including the Foothills Equestrian Nature
Center, Blackstone Battlefield,
along the shore of Lake Marion
and through various swamps and
forests.
Lambert said parts of the trail
even ran through developed areas.
"In the Piedmont area, segments
of the trail will ran through downtown Spartanburg on rail-trail conversions," he explained.
Along with the beautiful scenery,
certain passageways also boast historical and cultural significance.
"We also use the trail to identify and protect Revolutionary War
battlefields and historic homes,"
said Lambert.

said. "If there's a lack of conservation
purpose, that doesn't count."
The Local, State and Federal
Aspects of Conservation Easements,
Second Edition outlines the guidelines
for each reduction in income taxes
that landowners and property developers may receive. The land must
be given to a nonprofit conservation
organization or government agency,
and the gift must be for conservation purposes — like enjoyment of
the public, protection of a habitat or
protection of a scenic place which the
government has deemed worthy of
protection. Also, the land must have
special or unique aspects that need
protection.
Some golf courses have been
accused of this type of evasion. The
land for the course may be included
in a conservation pledge, but the audit
found that some of the land included
was wetlands and marsh that could
not ever be lawfully developed anyway. The course owners should not
have been given tax compensation for
conserving this type of land.
Another
fraudulent
practice

involves what Maybank calls "sham
land trusts." In order to qualify for
the tax breaks, the IRS requires that
the land be donated to a land trust,
the government or another nonprofit
group. Some developers set up their
own false land trusts and collect the
benefits. "Around 50 percent of the
charities lied," Maybank said. "Some
were pure fiction."
Large-scale developers have discovered what may be another method
of evasion. Some have claimed that
the land they donated was zoned for
many more houses than it actually
was. Maybank said when the zoning
is questioned, the developers will
"scream bloody murder" until the end
result is a zoning plan that is less than
their claim but more than. Jhe land
was actually worth. They then receive
a higher tax break.
While many of the violations are
not believed to be prevalent, the
amount of money lost over the past
several years is substantial. The violators' net profit far outweighs their
contributions, and South Carolina has
faced the consequences.

cancer drags, this is much more complicated," Wei pointed out. "But it is
doable."
Wei and his team envision a central
processing facility where the individualized vaccines would be created in
a streamlined process, and thus save
patients time and money.
Clinics would gather the necessary cell samples and send them to
the facility, where the vaccine would
be made. Once the vaccine was
manufactured it could be frozen and
shipped back to the clinic, where it
would be administered to the patient.

Several of these facilities could be
built in strategic locations across the
country.
Wei believes that such a facility
could create the vaccine much more
efficiently than a small team working
in a lab.
The next phase for the drug will be
a rigorous study of its effectiveness in
treating cancers, so Wei predicts that it
is unlikely that it will be available for
five to eight years.
By then, production methods and
costs may have changed drastically.
"Its hard to tell," mused Wei.

4:21 a.m., Richard Baxley, DUI, College Ave., officer: Hughey

LAND

January 21
11:30 p.m., Robert Robbins, public disorderly conduct: malicious
damage, Sanders, officer: Hughes
January 22
4:07 a.m., Mariano Luja, public disorderly conduct, Johnstone,
officer: Hughes

Fire & Rescue
The following calls were among
those that the Clemson University
fire department responded to from
Wednesday, January 19 to Wednesday,
January 26.
January 20
9:29 a.m., fire alarm, research park, CUFD
January 21
8:46 a.m., fire alarm, Clemson Downs, CUFD
4:05 a.m., fire alarm, Playtime, CUFD
January 22

FROM PAGE

Economics professor Molly Espey
explained how landowners can benefit from these deceptions.
"(An) easement means that they
still own their property, they just can't
develop it," she said. "They sign a
contract saying that it will never be
developed."
Tax breaks are offered as compensation for the land gift, since the holders are losing money that they have
made selling it to developers.
The recent audit has revealed that
once some owners signed this contract, they cited the value of their
land as being much higher than it was
originally appraised. The higher land
value assessments meant a larger tax
break. S.C. Department of Revenue
Director Burnet Maybank III ordered
the audit that uncovered the evasions.
Although he admitted that the guidelines for the program go into "mindnumbing detail," he explained a few
of the requirements for qualification
for a tax break.
"Federal law states that (the land
contract) must go to a longer-term
conservation purpose," Maybank

VACCINE

12:03 p.m., fire alarm, Martin Inn, C

The following calls were among those that
Clemson University police responded to from
Wednesday, January 19 to Wednesday, January 26.
January 19
3:45 p.m., suspicious activity, Lever, officer: Schiraldi

A1
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then be reintroduced to the patient.
The hybrid cells, once cultured, can be
administered by a simple injection.
"When introduced back into the
patient, it will stimulate the immune
system to kill, tumor cells," Wei
explained.
The vac'cine has been successful
in a laboratory setting, and is now
being tested for safety on patients at
Greenville Hospital. While the vaccine may prove to safer and more
effective than drugs on the market, :it
may also be more expensive.
"Clearly, compared to traditional

4:52 p.m., hit and ran, Hwy. 78, officer: Schutt

GRANTS

January 20
4:27 p.m., damage to vehicle, Hendrix, officer: Schiraldi
5:13 p.m., damage to vehicle, R-l, officer: Gray
January 23
9:11 p.m., simple larceny, Smith Hall, officer: Zagorski
January 24
3:02 p.m., harassing calls, Johnstone, officer: Gray
January 25
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12:47 p.m., suspicious activity, Riggs Hall, officer: Young
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These are the running tallies
of each officer s arrests since
5 arrests September 10, 2003.
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wouldn't have been able to return fraction of tuition costs, and many of total costs. "That's an embar(to school)," he said.
students are forced to seek aid from rassment," Carmichael said.
Wilson has been able to get some multiple sources.
Sophomores can only borrow
of his scholarship money back, but
For example, a dependent fresh- $3,500, and loans for juniors and
he is still dependent on his Pell man out-of-state student who pays seniors are capped at $5,500.
Grant to pay for college. He is not nearly $30,000 in tuition would
Wilson said he hopes most stusure what impact the new require- only be eligible for $2,625 in stu- dents who lose grants will be able
ments will have on him, but he dent loans — less than nine percent to find ways to make up the lost
anticipates that if
money, but he is
he loses the grant's
not optimistic.
extra financial help,
"The
governPell
Grant
Awards
he will need another
ment should supIncreases
in
maximum
possible
grant
over
the
past
six
years
loan.
port its young
Without
the
people going to
grant,
Wilson
college as much
would be unable to
as
possible,"
cover about $1,000
he said. "They
in tuition and costs,
should have some
not including books
type of grandfaand supplies, he
ther clause where
said.
they start offerFrozen
student
ing fewer grants
loan limits is anothin the future but
er crucial issue
do not take away
facing
students
grants away from
and the members
those who have
of Congress this
them
already.
year,
Carmichael
Otherwise they're
said. Current limits
vHSmSS just Indian-givers,
mgffl that students A SLOW INCREASE: President Bush has pledged to raise the maximum Pell and who likes an
earn- only borrow, "a <frdnt.allowance bySSQ&over the next five years.
'
. ■ ...
rncjiari-giver?"
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TIGERWANTS
Office Telephone Hours

Classifications
100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

llLl

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Greek Life
700 Lost & Found
800 Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

HELPWANTED

QUIT YOUR DAY JOB.
Draw a regular paycheck from
collegestudentsurveys.com
"When you need more
than just beer money."
National Ad Groups pay $
for your demographic opinions. Yes, really. Get paid for
your opinion (for a day...a
semester...or for a year...)
Watch movie trailers, fill out
surveys. As many or as few
as you like. On your timeDepending on how much you
wnat to make that day. Tear
out this ad- write it on your
hand. It's not rocket science.
Log on for the most flexible
job you'll ever have.
collegestudentsurveys.com

Local real estate internet
company looking for computer programmer familiar
with web design and
database formatting
(PHP/HTML) Part-time,
call (864) 329-9635

THEFTS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
Office Address
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, SC 29634

Part-time help wanted.
Light house-work in
Clemson.
Call 864-761-6690
ON-Campus Representative positions Available
CampusFundraiser is seeking out-going students for
on-campus represntative
spokesperson positions.
$15 to $25 per hour plus
bonuses. Call CampusFundraiser,
(866) 476-8701 to apply,
or visit http://
www.campusfundraiser.
com/ocr.asp
III

How to place a classified ad
By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By Email: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

3 p.m. Tuesday
Payment Methods

Students:

25 cents/word

Other:

50 cents/word

Cash, Check

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
Daniel Square- Townhouse
& domain name for sale.
Possession negotiable.
www.DanielSquare.com
http://
www.DanielSquare.com

FORRENT
House in Clemson. 2
bedrooms, 1 bathroom.
Screened porch. $550/
month. 653-3512
3 bedroom/ 1 bath aptmt. for
rent. Creekside in Clemson.
call 973-3324

FOR SALE

For Sale. Townhouse
in Sunset Ct. $119,900.
1250 sq.ft. 2 story, 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath. New paint
and flooring. All appliances included. Balcony
with wooded and water
view, partially furnished.
Please contact Steve Hollosi at (321) 388-7109 or
Shollosi@dagmail.com

Deadline

Freedom Ridge Apartments
1 mile to campus, 4 or 5
bedroom 2 bath house, w/
fireplace and large kitchen,
w/d, for $975. Also, 2
bedroom 2 bath apartment,
w/d, for $500. more units
available in May. call to
reserve. 864-787-9328 for
more informtion.

House for rent in Central.
3 bedroom, 2 bath, brickhouse. Large rooms.
$650/month.
Call (864) 224-5648.
Ross Bryant
Central 2 BR, 2 BA Private
half-acre lot, natural gas,
central air, gas logs.
639-7725
House in Clemson. 3
bedrooms, 1 bathroom.
Screened porch. $825/
month. 653-3512
House in Clemson. 4 Bedrooms 2 bathrooms. $980/
month. 653-3512
Lake House on Hartwell
with dock for rent.
Beautifully furnished, close
to Clemson. Perfect for
4-6 roommates. Lease for
12 month/ 9 month/ OR
monthly in the summer.
No pets/no smoking.
Owner/agent 404-579-0961

Tillman Place Condo
4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
fully furnished,
$265/month/person.
One month FREE.
656-4838 or 654-5053
TRAVEL
Spring Break 2005. Travel
with STS, America's #1
Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida, now
hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com <http:
//www.ststravel.com>
Spring Break 2005
Get out of the snow...
Into the sand...
Only 6 weeks left...
Lowest Prices
Biggest Parties
Earn 2 Free Trips
Exclusive with
Sun Splash Tours
www. sunsplashtours. com
1-800-426-7710

FROM PAGE A1

the campus police never commenced an investigation.
According to The State, McGee
later acknowledged that not all
the property had been returned.
University leaders claim that
all of the computer and video
equipment and "most, if not all"
of the photographs have been
recovered.
USC head football coach Steve
Spurrier, who was hired a day
after the thefts occurred, distanced
himself from the incidents.
"A few of our players made a
terrible decision on how to deal
with their frustrations. My philosophy as a coach has always been
to allow the university and campus law enforcement to handle all
aspects of any investigation and
we fully support their decision
with this," Spurrier said.
Michael LaForgia, editor-inchief of The Daily Gamecock,
said "Most students I've heard
from seem disgusted with the
football team.
According to our online poll of
629 Gamecocks fans, 75 percent
want Syvelle Newton off the
team."
"I've gotten several letters about
the incident, and most people who
have written in have labeled our
football players 'thugs.' I got one
harshly worded letter from a '76
grad who said Newton and the
other players charged with crimes
should be working in a textile
mill," he commented.
When asked why he thought
the arrests were made so many
months after the actual incident
LaForgia said, "I can't speculate
about why it took two months to

arrest the players."
"My understanding is that USC
police, in cooperation with the
Fifth Circuit Solicitor's Office,
spent that time investigating and
didn't want to move forward until
they had a case against all players
involved. I'm guessing that most
football players weren't eager to
drop the dime on their friends."
The investigation, led by USC
President Andrew Sorensen,
spanned nearly two months.
Newton,
Saint-Preux
and
Telfort will be suspended at least
until the charges are resolved,
McGee said in The Charlotte
Observer.
They will not be permitted to
take part in any football-related
activities.
According to The State, Pinkins,
Newton, Wilson, Saint-Preux
and Telfort were all released
from the Richland County jail
last Thursday night on personal
recognizance bonds.
Telfort's bond is $5,000. Each
of the four players charged with
misdemeanors has a $1,500 bond.
They sat beside one another
during the bond hearing, arms
crossed and occasionally whispering to one another.
After the hearing, Pinkins,
Newton and Wilson all shook
their heads when asked for a comment, according to The State.

BRAWL: Tigers tackle a Gamecock player in this year's infamous game against Carolina. The fight which broke out at
the game led to the universities 'refusals of bowl bids.

Are you an English majo
major with free time?
Come work for the Tiger! Call 656-2150
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Baseball team sets sights on CWS
season, this coming season looks
to have the Tigers moving back
up to the top of the ACC standings, as well as the national rankings.
HOKE HILL
Despite losing eight powerful
Staff Writer
players to the MLB draft this
past year, there are several strong
The 2005 Clemson Tiger base- players to keep an eye on during
ball team had its first practice of the 2005 season.
the spring last Friday, and is lookSix players on this year's team
ing to have yet another exception- are ranked in the top 50 nationally
al season this year. The Tigers in their respective classes, includare ranked 21st in the Preseason ing four freshmen in the top 35.
Collegiate Baseball poll.
The freshmen include rightThose students who haven't handed pitcher David Kopp,
paid much attention to Clemson shortstop Stan Widmann, infieldbaseball are missing out on one er Taylor Harbin from Traveler's
of the most successful teams in Rest High School and outfielder
Clemson athletic history.
Brad Chalk from Greer, SC.
The Tigers have won 20 ACC
Andy D'Alessio is ranked 17th
regular-season titles (more than among the sophomores after an
double any other ACC school), outstanding freshman season last
eight ACC tournament titles, 13 year. D'Alessio was selected as
NCAA regional titles and have one of the top three freshmen
appeared 10 times in the most in the ACC last year, and he is
prestigious event in Division 1- expected to make a large impact
A baseball, the College World this year at first base.
Series, held annually in Omaha,
"He has great power in his bat.
Nebraska.
He also has savvy and instincts
There have also been 37 former at first base," said coach Jack
Clemson players who have gone Leggett.
on to become Major League playPitcher and designated hitter
ers, and 35 Clemson players are Kris Harvey rounds out the list
currently in the Major or Minor of ranked players at 48th in the
Leagues.
junior class.
Looking back to the 2004 sea"I'm going to have to step up
son, the Tigers finished fifth in the this year; we have a lot of young
ACC with a 14-10 record, behind guys," Harvey said in describing
perennial ACC powerhouses what he expects from himself this
Georgia Tech, North Carolina, season. "We lost a lot of leaders
Florida State and Virginia, and off of the team from last year. I
compiled a 39-29 season overall.
think I'm going to get a lot of
Despite the slight drop in last time on the mound. Our pitching

Season begins February 18
against West Virginia in a
game at Myrtle Beach.

TIGER SCHEDULE
FRIDAY 1/28

Men's and Women's Track
- Clemson Heptathlon/
Pentathlon - Clemson, S.C.
- All Day
SATURDAY1/29

Men's Tennis vs. Troy Clemson, S.C. - 9 a.m.
Swimming & Diving vs. N.C.
State - Clemson, S.C.
-Ill a.m.
ROARING: Junior pitcher Robert Rohrbaugh hurls the ball towards the plate
in a game last Spring. The Tigers began practice this week
staff is pretty young; we don't
have that many guys coming
back. I'll definitely have to step
up and pitch, and probably hit
from the DH role."
Another impressive player
is junior Herman Demmink.
"Herman is very aggressive
offensively, defensively and on
the bases," said Coach Leggett.
"He has great versatility in that
he can play second, short or third

Defensive commitments
will make quick impact
Recruits look to fill holes in
defensive line, linebacking
corps, and secondary.
CHASE ELDRIDGE

Staff Writer
; Despite losing standout linebacker Leroy Hill, Eric Coleman
and Justin Miller to graduation
and the NFL Draft, this offseason's
recruiting campaign should leave
new defensive coordinator Vic
Koenning licking his chops.
This week's recruiting update

will focus strictly on defensive
recruiting, where the Tigers have
assembled a very strong group of
players.
Linebacker Josh Miller of
Manning, S.C., headlines the
defensive commitments. Miller,
dubbed "The Horse" by his high
school teammates, should be an
impact player for the Tigers. "More
of a tailback the last four years for
the 3-A (Manning High) Monarchs,
Miller will work out as a linebacker exclusively next August upon
arrival," said recruiting analyst
Cris Ard ofTigerIllustrated.com.

Recruit:***

COURTESY THSERILLUSTRATED.COM

Chalkville, Ala. - Terrell Smith may start out at Clemson as a
wide receiver, though the three-star rated athlete could spend
the majority of his career in the defensive backfteld.

»>»►.•»•

Joining Miller at the linebacker position could be safety/
linebacker Kavell Conner of
Midlothian, Va. "Kavell Conner
is the least-publicized commitment, though upon arriving on
his official visit on Friday, Jan.
14, the Midlothian, Va., star
physically, was one of the most
impressive recruits on campus,"
said Ard.
According to Ard, Conner is a
"hard-hitting, athletic cover-guy
with 4.4/40 speed who plays like
a linebacker." Conner broke the
all-time leading rushing record at
his high school, and according to
Ard, should play either the rover
or whip positions for the Tigers.
On the defensive line, the Tigers
have commitments from a total
of five players, including three
holdovers from the 2004 signing
class. Elsmore Gabriel and Philip
Merling spent this season at Fork
Union Prep in Virginia to get their
academics in order.
The third holdover, Jacquez
McKissic of Opelika, Ala.,
enrolled at Clemson in January
and will go through spring drills
with the team. "McKissic would
have had over 20 scholarship
offers out of high school had he
projected to qualify academically," said Ard.
Etta Etta-Tawo of Powder
Springs, Ga., and Antwon
Murchison of Aberdeen. N.C.,
round out the defensive line
recruiting.
Just this past Wednesday,
Clemson received a verbal commitment from cornerback Chris
Chancellor out of Miami, Fla.
Chancellor, the nation's 13th
ranked cornerback, stands in at
5'9", 165 pounds and is the twin
brother of current Clemson commit Demerick.
SEE DEFENSE. PAGE B4 !

(base). He has a strong arm and
good athleticism."
In the pitching department,
Jason Berken will be an intimidating right-hander with the
potential to become the ace starter
in the rotation. In 2004 he started
10 games for a 5-1 record with a
2.53 ERA and 40 strikeouts.
Clemson's season opener will
be against West Virginia in a game
at Myrtle Beach on Feb. 18.

Swimming
team beats
Bulldogs
Clemson wins against
Gardner-Webb, but loses
at Georgia Tech.
KEVIN M. BARNES

Assistant Sports Editor
On Friday, Jan. 19, the
Clemson women's swimming
and diving team defeated
Gardner Webb 127-78 in a
dual meet at the McHugh
Natatorium.
The Clemson women controlled the meet, winning
nine of 13 events. Freshman
Whitney Sandison started the
rout by setting a personal best
with her winning time of 10:
18.10 in the 1,000 free.
Junior Ashley Shafer added
two wins to the effort with a
time of 24:91 in the 50 free
and a time of 1:05.37 in the
100 breast.
Another personal best for the
Tigers came from Sarah Cefalu
with a winning time of 2:09.11
in the 200 IM.
Nikki Deering won the 100
fly with a time of 58:08.
Junior Kim Routh contributed to the total team in the
500 free with a time of 5:02.05
in the winning effort. Clemson
finished the meet by finishing
first and second in the 200 free
relay with times of 1:39.08 and
1:40.24
Saturday
afternoon
the
Tigers did not fare so well, as
both the men's and women's
swimming and diving teams
fell to Georgia Tech in ACC
action at the Georgia Tech
Aquatic Center. The Tigers fell
to 4-7 overall this season after
SEE

SWIMMING..PA™.B4

Women's Tennis vs. Virginia
Tech - Blacksburg, Va.
12 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. N.C.
State - Clemson, S.C.
- 1:30 p.m.
*
Men's Tennis vs. Erskine Clemson, S.C. - 2:30 p.m.
Men's and Women'sTrack
- Clemson Heptathlon/
Pentathlon - Clemson, S.C.
- All Day
MONDAY 1/31

Women's Basketball vs. Miami - Clemson, S.C. - 7 p.m.

SPORTS SHORTS
• Baltimore Ravens running back
Jamal Lewis was sentenced to four
months in prison on Wednesday.
Lewis also must spend two months
in a halfway house in Atlanta and
perform 500 hours of community
service when his prison sentence
is over. Lewis used his cell phone
to try to set up a cocaine deal in
June of 2000, but was not indicted
on the federal drug charges until
February of 2004.
• Terrell Owens' surgeon, Dr.
Mark Myerson, said Tuesday that
he would not clear the All-Pro
wide receiver to play in Super
Bowl XXXTX. If he feels able and
is cleared by Eagles head coach
Andy Reid and his medical staff,
Owens plans to ignore his doctor's
orders and play in the big game.
• Representatives of the NHL and
the players' association met on
Wednesday, but struck no deal to
end the league's 133-day lockout.
The two sides did agree to meet
again this week to work toward
an agreement. If a deal is not
arranged soon, the NHL's season
is in danger of being completely
wiped out.
• 80-year-old Paul Newman, who
is famous for starring in numerous
motion pictures and having his
own brand of salad dressing, will
race in the Rolex 24 at Daytona
International Speedway. Newman
will drive the same car that burst
into flames when its ignition was
turned two weeks ago. Newman
will share the driving duties with
two other drivers in the endurance
event.
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Lady Tigers fall
to Wake Forest
Clemson cannot overcome
huge Demon Deacon first
halfeffort.

Khaili Sanders led the Lady
Tigers with 17 points, shooting 710 from the field and had a pair of
blockedshdts. Freshma"n'D*L"es'Ka."
Lloyd was the second leading
scorer with 14 points. Freshman
Reggie Maddox played well as
she scored 11 points for the Lady
Tigers.
For Wake Forest, sharpshooter
Liz Strunk nailed six three-point
shots and scored 21 in the second
half and 30 for the game. The 30
points was the most by an opposing player this season. Erin Ferrell
added 17 for the Deacons, in addition to 15 rebounds.
The Demon Deacons shot 50
percent in the half and made seven
from beyond the three-point arc.
Ferrell nearly matched Sanders in
terms of individual performance
with 14 first-half points.
Clemson played hard in the
second half and actually outscored
Wake Forest 36-33. The Lady
Tigers held the Deacons to 28 percent shooting in the second half.
Clemson shot 44.6 percent in the
game, compared to 39.7 for Wake
Foreit.
However, the Deacons controlled
the rebounding margin by four.
Clemson won the battle of points
in the paint 36-20, but Wake Forest
outscored Clemson by nine in second chance points.
The Deacons got out to a lead as
much as 23 in the second period at
66-43. Clemson then put together
an impressive 18-3 run. Carrie
Whitehurst scored five points in
the run, while Amanda White was
effective inside with six points.
This run cut the lead to 69-61,
but was as close as the Lady Tigers
would get to a possible win. An 8-0
counter by Wake Forest effectively
put the game out of reach.

ASHLEY WASHINGTON

Staff Writer
Wake Forest scored 53 points in
the first half on its way to an 86-71
victory over Clemson on Sunday
from Lawrence Joel Coliseum. The
Demon Deacons improved to 13-5
overall, 2-3 in the ACC. The Lady
Tigers, who lost for the fourth consecutive time, fell to 7-10 overall
(1-4 in the ACC).
The Lady Tigers dropped their
season record to 7-10 overall (1-4
in the ACC) as they fell to the Wake
Forest Demon Deacons on Sunday.
The Lady Tigers allowed the Demon
Deacons to score 53 in the first half,
the most that a team has acquired
since San Diego in November.

DISTRIBUTION: Lady Tiger Amanda
White looks to pass in recent action.

Well, it's that time of year
again. Super Bowl fortnight is upon us. The
game will be played Sunday,
Feb. 6 at ALLTEL Stadium in
^Jacksonville; Fla:
The matchup for Super Bowl
XXXIX was settled last weekend
when the Philadelphia Eagles and
the defending world champion
New England Patriots won the
NFC and AFC championship
games, respectively.
Last weekend's games looked
to be two of the most evenly
matched conference championships
in
recent
memory on paper,
but neither lived
up to the hype, as
the Eagles beat the
Atlanta
Falcons
27-10, and the Pats
pulled a semi-upset
on the road over the Pittsburgh
Steelers, 41-27.
The conference title games
were loaded with storylines.
The Steelers were the favorite
coming into the weekend, sporting an NFL-best 16-1 record
and a rookie quarterback in Ben
Roethlisberger who had not lost a

game in 14-starts,

„... *

All of this, and they were still
a three-point underdog going into
the game. One factor working
against Pittsburgh was the fact
that they had also lost three AFC
Championship games at home in
four tries since 1995.
The Patriots came into the AFC
title game with a 15-2 record,
with their only losses being a 3420 loss to the Steelers and a fluke
last-second loss to the Miami
Dolphins. New England also has
two Super Bowl titles in the last
three seasons, both on last-second
field goals by Adam Vinatieri.
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Pats quarterback Tom Brady
got the eighth playoff win of his
career, with no losses, overtaking
Troy Aikman's seven consecutive playoff victories to begin a
career. Patriots head coach Bill
Belichick also tied legendary
coach Vince Lombardi's career
postseason record at 9-1 with
the win.
In the NFC, it was Philadelphia
who came into the game with
the weight of the world resting
on their shoulders. The game
marked the fourth consecutive
NFC title game for the Eagles.
Unfortunately,
none of the other
three turned out so
favorably. Philly
lost to St. Louis
in 2001, Tampa
Bay in 2002, and
Carolina in 2003.
The Eagles were also without
all-star receiver Terrell Owens,
an offseason acquisition that
may have gotten them over the
proverbial hump.
Owens has been out since an
injury sidelined him in the Dec.
19 game against Dallas. The
injury was one reason lots of
people were picking the Eagles
to win, just so there could be
two weeks of speculation before
the Super Bowl as to whether
TO would be healthy enough
to play.
On the Falcons' side, young
superstar quarterback Mike
Vick was the primary focus of
the hype. Vick is quite possibly
the most athletic player to ever
play quarterback in the NFL,
and many thought this could be
his year to get his first Super
Bowl title.
This season was Atlanta head
coach Jim Mora, Jr.'s first at the
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Oil and Filter Change
plus Free Safety Inspection
-only $15.00!
every Thursday and Friday
College ID required
Piedmont Automotive
Honda Chrysler Jeep Dodge
4015 Clemson Blvd
Anderson, SC (864) 260-5750
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helm, and given one more year,
Vick's dreams of hoisting the
Lombardi Trophy possibly could
come true.
Another good thing about
conference championship weekend was the presence of former
Clemson players in the games.
Safety Brian Dawkins and
linebacker Keith Adams both
started for the Eagles against
Atlanta, while punter Chris
Gardocki kicked for the Steelers.
Dawkins and Gardocki are both
Pro-Bowlers.
Dawkins recorded an interception, a forced fumble and two
tackles in the NFC title game
while Adams tallied six solo
tackles. Gardocki, who has never
had a punt blocked in his 14-year
career, averaged 43 yards on
three kicks in the AFC game.
Super Bowl XXXIX should
be an interesting matchup. The
Patriots emerged from last
weekend's games as the early
favorite, but Philly quarterback
Donovan McNabb is nearly
unstoppable when he is on his
game.
If Owens does indeed return
from his leg injury, then it could
be a long night for the New
England defense.
On the other hand, Tom Brady
has never lost a playoff game
and you can never count out the
Pats.
This game has the potential to
be one for the ages.
Although some may say it's
too early for predictions, I'm
going to go ahead and get this
out there: Eagles 27, Patriots 24,
on a game-winning David Akers
field goal as time expires.
Let's see how New England
fans react when the shoe is on
the other foot.
Zack Mauldin is an undeclared
junior. E-mail comments to
sports@TheTigerNews. com.
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NBA conference races feature suprises
Sonics, Suns have comefrom
the cellar last season to sit
on top this year.
DANIEL BLACKMON

Staff Writer
Often times this season, the NBA
has seemed more like professional
wrestling than professional basketball. From brawls, feuds, good
guys and bad guys, it has seemed
that David Stern has stepped down
as commissioner of the NBA and
been replaced by Vince McMahon.
However, wins and losses still
count and so far several surprising
teams have far exceeded expectations as the midpoint of the season
nears.
Aside from the perennially successful and Southwest Divisionleading San Antonio Spurs, owners
of the league's best record at 31-9,
many new faces are fighting for
control of the Western Conference.

The Seattle Supersonics, who
finished 37-45 a year ago, are
leading the Northwest Division
with a 27-11 record; which is 7
games ahead of Mauldin, S.C.,
native Kevin Garnett and the
Minnesota Timberwolves.
Perhaps the biggest surprise in
the NBA this season is the play
of the Phoenix Suns. They have
already won more games this
year than all of last season and
are currently leading the Pacific
Division with a 31-10 record.
They have been led by point guard
Steve Nash, who leads the NBA in
assists per game with an average
of 10.3.
On the receiving end of many
of those assists has been 22-year
old Amare Stoudemire who is
averaging a team-best 25.5 points
per game.
Last year's Western Conference
champions Los Angeles Lakers
have fallen off from recent years
with the loss of head coach

Phil Jackson and all-star center
Shaquille O'Neal.
Making matters worse, Kobe
Bryant is suffering from an injured
ankle that will continue to sideline
him. They are currently eight
games behind The Lakers in the
Pacific Division.
The Eastern Conference picture
is a little less clear. The newlook Miami Heat, with a 29-12
record, is leading the Southeast
Division by four games over the
Washington Wizards.
A large reason for their success
is the arrival of Shaquille O'Neal
who left the Lakers amid a swirling feud between team leadership and former teammate Kobe
Bryant.
While the acquisition of O'Neal
has been vital to their success,
the development of point guard
Dewayne Wade may be of greater
importance. Wade, who was an
NBA Draft rarity when he entered
the league after a full four years

at Marquette, leads the Heat in
scoring (24.0 ppg) and assists (7.5
apg).
The Atlantic Division is led
by the Philadelphia 76ers, who
despite having an 18-20 record,
are a half game ahead of the
Boston Celtics and two games
ahead of the Toronto Raptors.
Philadelphia superstar Allen
Iverson leads the NBA in scoring,
averaging 29.1 ppg.
Despite the below-.500 records
of every team in the division, the
race is the most heated of any division in the NBA with the last place
New Jersey Nets only four games
out of the top spot.
Rounding out the Eastern
Conference
is
the
Central
Division, which is led by the 23-15
Cleveland Cavaliers and phenom
forward Lebron James.
James has reminded many of
another famous #23, Michael
Jordan, and has virtually put
the Cavaliers on his 20-year old

shoulders. He is leading the team
in scoring (24.7), assists (7.3) and
steals (2.4).
He recently became the youngest player in league history to
record a triple double, then earned
the second triple double of his
career less than a week later.
Lurking a half-game behind
Cleveland are the reigning NBA
champion Detroit Pistons.
The Pistons and the Indiana
Pacers, who are third in the Central
Division, are best known this season for the brawl that occurred on
November 19th.
This led to the suspensions of
several key players, most notably
forwards Jermaine O'Neal and
Ron Artest of the Pistons. Artest
is still serving suspension without
pay for his involvement in the
brawl which included both fans
and players.
The NBA All-Star game will be
played on Sunday, Feb. 20 at the
Pepsi Center in Denver, Colo.

Track teams host Tiger tennis team sweeps singles
Invitational meet matches in victory against Troy

Tiger men win at Indoor
Track Facility, while women
finish fourth.
ROY WELSH

Staff Writer
On Saturday afternoon, the
Clemson men's track and field
team won the Clemson Invitational
at the Indoor Track Facility. The
Tigers scored 153.5 points to take
| the Invitational and defeat a number of southern schools, including
South Carolina, Auburn, Virginia
Tech, Georgia and N.C. State.
Clemson's JasOn Bell had a
strong showing in the triple jump,
\ with a 50' 10.25 mark, which quali! fied him for the NCAA provisional
rounds and gave him the win.
The Tigers' Mitch Greeley won
j the men's pole vault, with a vault
more than 5.05 meters to win the
:
event. In the men's 60-meter dash,
CLemson's Tye Hill finished third,
tying with South Carolina's Leroy
; Dixon for a time of 6.80 seconds.
In the men's 200-meter dash,
Ron Richards and Robert Ibeh
, finished third and fourth in the 200
meter dash, respectively.
Clemson finished third overall in
the 1600-meter relay with a team
; made up of Darius Acker, Ryan
Koontz, Roy Cheney and Warren

SWIMMING

Eure. South Carolina won the
1600-meter relay.
The Tigers had a strong showing in the men's 3000-meter run,
with two Clemson runners finishing in the top five of the race. Ryan
Fenton and Clay Pendleton finished fourth and fifth in the event,
respectively, with times of eight
minutes and 33.76 seconds and
eight minutes and 34.54 seconds.
The Clemson women's track
and field team finished in fourth
place at the Clemson Invitational
with a total of 68.50 points. The
University of Florida won the meet
with 137.50 points.
Clemson's Gisele Oliviera set
a school record in the triple jump
with a mark of 44 feet and 6.25
inches on her way to winning the
event and earning an automatic
NCAA qualifier.
The Tigers' Jessica Cousins finished .fourth in the women's 200meter dash, with a time of 24.43
seconds, an event won by South
Carolina's Natasha Hastings.
The Lady Tigers will host the
Clemson Indoors Throws Fest
on Sunday at the Indoor Track
Facility on campus. Next up for
the Clemson men's team is the
Clemson Heptathlon/Pentathlon
Championships this Friday and
Saturday.

Clemson plays host to
Princeton and Erskine
tomorrow.
KRISTEN MCKENNA

Staff Writer
The Clemson men's tennis team
started off its season with a big win
against Troy State this past Saturday
at the Clemson Indoor Tennis
Facility, taking all six singles points
and losing only the doubles point for
a final score of 6-1.
The Tigers were led in their season opener by two returning starters
as well as six returning letterwinners. Also coming back to Clemson
for his 30th season as head coach is
Chuck Kriese, who has an all-time
record of 591-368 in 29 seasons
with the men's tennis team.
The Tigers are hoping to have
another successful and exciting
season after finishing in 2004 with
a record of 26-12 and a trip to the
NCAA Final Eight. Clemson was
ranked 29th in the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association (ITA) poll heading into to the 2005 season.
Ail-American Nathan Thompson
started off his senior season with
a victory against Troy's Marko
Despot, winning in two sets, 6-1,
6-2. Also winning singles matches
for the Tigers in two sets were Ryan

Young (6-1, 6-4), Brett Twente (7-5,
7-5) and Mike Gee (7-5, 6-4).
Freshman Clement Reix from
Amiens, France battled back to
beat his opponent in the third set
6-1 after winning the first set but
falling in the second with a score of
2-6. Also winning in three sets was
Clint Boling, who pulled out a 6-3
win in the third set to defeat Troy's
Artur Muller.
The only Clemson doubles pair

to capture a win was ThompsonReix, defeating their opponents by
a score of 9-8.
Tiger pairs Young-Twente and
Keeler-Cook both fell to Troy in
doubles play, with scores of 3-8
and 6-8, as Troy State was awarded
the doubles point for the match.
The next match-up for the Tigers
will be at home against Princeton
in the morning and Erskine in the
afternoon this Saturday, Jan. 29. .

■
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SERVITUDE: Clemson's Jarmaine Jenkins prepares to serve last season. The
Tigers opened their season last weekend with a win over Troy.

DEFENSE

MA ZAFER0PUL0S assistant photo editor

AND THEY'RE OFF: Swimmers take off in a meet against the University ofNorth Carolina at Fike Recreation Center.
The swimming and diving team will host N.C. State tomorrow morning.
a time of 10:04.98.
the 150.5-92.5 men's loss and 162- time of 20.69.
Ashley Shafer and Aurelie
Charlie Dillon finished first in
81 women's defeat.
The men opened the meet with the 200 backstroke (1:51.46) for Gresset finished one-two in the
a victory from Tommy Rappold, the Clemson men's next event 200 breast with times of 2:23.12
and 2:23.86, respectively.
Atilla Ruszka, Mark Vahle and victory.
The swimming and diving teams
Highlights from the women's
Stephen Russell with a time of 3:
return
to ACC action tomorrow
performance
included
a
winning
24.31 in the 400 medley relay.
morning when they host North
Vahle also earned a win in the effort from junior Ail-American
:
V.50 free with his competition-best •KW-Routh in the l,G60-fi ee.'wiA/ >Carolina State. triisw^MHw

FROM PAGE

In addition to Chris Chancellor,
the Tigers have two additional cornerback commitments in Haydrian
Lewis and Ramon McElrathbey.
Lewis hails from Stratford High in
Charleston, while McElrathbey is
an Atlanta product. McElrathbey,
who often goes by "Ray-Ray", is a
flashy defensive back in the mold
of former Tiger Justin Miller.
Sadat Chambers of PagelandCentral, S.C., is a Shrine Bowl
performer who is believed to play
safety for the Tigers.
Two-way star Terrell Smith of
Chalkville, Ala., may start out at
Clemson as a wide receiver, though
the three-star rated athlete may
spend the majority of his career in
the defensive backfield.

Bl
Projected official visitors this
weekend include offensive linemen
commitments Thomas Austin and
Barry Humphries along with defensive lineman Larry Cox of Fort
Valley, Ga., and linebacker James
Simmons out of Prince Avenue
Prep in Pickens, S.C.
Defensive prospects to keep an
eye on include linebackers Antonio
Clay and Geno Hayes, defensive
back Jamie Robinson, and defensive linemen Hivera Green and
James McKinney. Hayes, who hails
from Greenville, Fla., officially
visited Clemson last weekend, left
Pickens County with the Tigers
leading for his services and is the
third ranked outside linebacker in
the nation by Rivals.com.
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PAINT
Tomorrow, the Clemson Tigers
will host the North Carolina State
Wolfpack in the first of four straight
games at Littlejohn Coliseum. Tipoff is slated for 1:30 p.m. as both
teams fight to get back to the middle
of the pack in the ACC.

JANUARY

GAMEDAY

FullCourtPRESS

Tip-off: Saturday, 1:30 p.m.

TV:RJ

Radio: Clemson Sports Network

Tigers play host to Pack

KEY PLAYERS
Sharrod Ford
Senior
Forward - 6'9"

Conf.
Team
5-1
Duke
5-1
UNC
Wake Forest 4-1
4-3
Miami
Virginia Tech 3-2
Florida State 3-4
3-3
Maryland
2-3
Ga. Tech
2-4
N.C. State
1-5
Virginia
1-6
Clemson

28, 2005

Overall
15-1
16-2
16-2
13-5
10-6
11-9
12-5
11-5
12-7
10-6
10-9

ACC Schedule

14.2 PPG, 61.7% FG,
8.0 rebounds

Saturday

NCSU at Clemson, 1:30 p.m.
Miami at Wake Forest, 4 p.m.
UNC at Virginia, 12 p.m.

Julius Hodge
N.C. State

i

#

Forward - 6'7"

Sunday

18.5 PPG, 63.3% FG,
7.8 rebounds

GT at Maryland, 5:30 p.m.
Va. Tech at Duke, 8 p.m.
Tuesday

MATCHUPS

Maryland at Clemson, 7 p.m.

OFFENSE

Wednesday

Florida St. at GT, 7 p.m.
Va. Tech at Miami, 7:30 p.m.
Duke at Wake Forest, 9 p.m.

The Wolfpack's
offense operates
through its star,
Julius Hodge.

DEFENSE
The Tigers are
tough and aggressive consistently on
defense.

WHO'S HOT
Cheyenne Moore is
ACC Rookie of the
Week for big games
vs. UNC and UVA.

WHO WILL WIN?
The Tigers return
to the friendly confines of Tiger Town
to earn a tough win.

WILD CARD * * V ♦
Clemson's outside shooting production will determine how much pressure the Wolfpack can put on the
Tigers' front court. Scoring from the
outside results in a win for Purnell's
squad.

KEY
STAT
The Tigers are 9-1 when scoring more
than 70 points in a game.

OVERTIME
In their three ACC losses, opponents
have shot 53 percent against N. C.
State in the second half (42-79) and
outscored the Pack 121-95 in the
final 20 minutes.
State is second in the ACC in threepoint field goals per game (8.11)
behind Duke (8.33).
Sharrod Ford has scored in double
figures in four straight games and
seven of his last eight. He has
scored in double figures in 11 of his
last 12 ACC road games.
Olu Babalola had 22 points, seven
rebounds and five assists at Virginia,
the first Clemson forward to have
at least 20 points, five rebounds and
five assists in a single game since
Greg Buckner did it as a freshman
in 1994-95 against North Carolina.
Tiger guard Cheyenne Moore averaged 14.4 points and 5.5 rebounds
per game against North Carolina
and Virginia.

RECEPTION: Clemson guard Vernon Hamilton readies to catch a pass from a teammate in last season's 60-55
victory over the Wolfpack as an N.C. State player prepares to swat the ball.

Clemson looks to get hard to come by
conference victory against talented
North Carolina State team.

Other Pack players like Ilian Evtimov, Levi
Watkins and Scooter Sherrill had similar shooting
problems behind the arc as well.
Raleigh native Shawan Robinson scored 20 points
for the Tigers in that game and Akin Akingbala added
CARISSA DONGES
another 10 to secure Clemson's second top-25 victim
Staff Writer
of the season.
The Clemson Tigers will battle North Carolina
Olu Babalola had sprained his ankle before the
State this Saturday at Littlejohn Coliseum in a quest game but still managed to bring down nine rebounds,
to improve their ACC standings and to bring home a make four assists and two turnovers in the time that
win for the men's basketball team. The Tigers have he played.
been on the road four out of the last five games.
Senior Sharrod Ford always comes big at home,
After a loss against the University of North Carolina and he will be heavily relied upon in the inside as he
here in Clemson last Wednesday, the Tigers look to leads the team in blocked shots and rebounds. The
Larry Nance look-alike and last year's MVP
redeem themselves on their home court.
This past week, Cheyenne Moore,
is one of Clemson's all-time leading field
^^ goal shooters.
a freshman from Baltimore, Md,
It looks like injuries have begun to
was named ACC Rookie of the
plague this year's Wolfpack with
Week for averaging 14.5 points
junior point guard Tony Bethel
and 3.5 rebounds in games J
"out for an indefinite amount
against UNC and UVA. He
of time" says head coach Herb
has become a great asset to
Sendek. He was diagnosed
the men's team with impreswith colitis a few weeks back
sive shooting percentages
and now junior guard Cameron
from the field and from three
Bennerman is out with an elbow
point range.
injury.
Last year's game against
^W
In Bethel's absence, Bennerman
N.C. State was a huge win for
the Tigers. In beating the Wolf
W had worked his way into the starting
Pack 60-55, Clemson ended their
line up and was the team's second
five-game winning streak and sent
leading scorer with an average of 10.3
points per game. He is also hitting over
the Pack "packing" after they had one of
their worst offensive perfor42 percent from three point
mances of the entire season.
range. He missed the opporBefore N.C. State arrived
tunity to play for the Pack in
in Tiger Town, they had just
N.C-State US last week's 85-69 victory over
come off an amazing victory
Maryland.
over Duke, the #1 ACC team, and the Wolfpack was
In Sunday's big win at Maryland, N.C. State
ranked 13th overall.
player Enqin Atsur was arguably the Pack's key
Clemson's man-to-man defense forced the pack performer, playing 39 minutes with six assists and
to shoot from the outside, which worked perfectly no turnovers.
because N.C. State only shot 30.2 percent from the
Six of Atsur's 17 points came on back-to-back
field and only sank six out of 37 shots from three three pointers with less than seven minutes remaining on the clock.
point range.
For the Wolfpack it seemed like everybody had
With a few key players missing from the Pack's
brick fever, especially forward Marcus Melvin, who line-up, the Tigers have an opportunity to impress a
snuffed 12-of-16 shots including eight out of 10 solid orange crowd here in Clemson on Saturday at
1:30 p.m.
from three point range!

CLEMSON

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Illinois (71)
Duke (1)
North Carolina
Syracuse
Wake Forest
Kansas
Kentucky
Boston College
Oklahoma State
Washington
Arizona
Louisville
Oklahoma
Alabama
Michigan State
Texas
Gonzaga
Wisconsin
Connecticut
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
Georgia Tech
Iowa
Mississippi State
Utah

The Numbers Game
Number of important streaks
that were on the line Tuesday
night in Madison, Wis. The
Wisconsin Badgers were
riding a 38-game home winning streak, while the Illinois
Fighting Illini are undefeated
on the year. Illinois scored 14
of the final 15 points of the
game to earn a 75-65 win.
140,000
Dollars generated by South
Gwinnett (Ga.) High School
by basketball prodigy Louis
Williams for his school.
Williams has earned his team
a Nike contract, an appearance
on ESPN2 next week and the
development of a Platinum
Club, where donors get special benefits for only a $1000
donation.
The number of schools since
1971 to win at Miami in
football and basketball in the
same academic year. Syracuse
(1997-98) and Florida (198586) both pulled off the feat.
Clemson had the chance to do
it on Wednesday night, but lost
to the Canes, 69-65.
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[STAFF EDITORIAL]

FDA needs to stop dragging its feet on Plan B
Last Friday, the Food and Drug
Administration delayed its decision on
whether to approve a "morning after
pill" for over the counter sale. The pill, which
is currently available by prescription only, is
up for approval for over the counter sale for
the second time.
The pill, called Plan B, can substantially
decrease the chances of pregnancy if taken
within 72 hours of unprotected sex. The
pill contains a larger dose of the hormone
progestin found in birth control pills. It
works by preventing ovulation, fertilization
and implantation of a fertilized egg into the
uterus. Medical experts consider a woman
pregnant only when a fertilized egg implants
into the uterus, so Plan B is considered contraception rather than abortion and should
not be confused with RU-486, the so-called
"abortion pill."
During the first approval process, no one
claimed that Plan B was unsafe. Opponents
of the pill have called for it to be kept off the
counters because they claim it will encourage
risky sexual activity, especially among young
women and teenage girls. A San Francisco
study reported by CNN.com suggests otherwise, but still opponents speak out against
the pill. Unfortunately, the FDA seems to
be giving in to this pressure by conservative
groups and politicians instead of considering
the scientific facts about Plan B.
Concerns about making the drug available
over the counter include potential side effects
and the possibility of abuse. Medical experts
say that side effects are uncommon but can
include nausea and vomiting. The side effects
are certainly not enough to keep doctors from
prescribing the pill. As with all drugs, there is
potential for abuse and experts don't recom-

mend taking the pill more than once a cycle.
Also, the pill is not exactly cheap. Redfern
Health Center dispenses the prescription form
for $15.50, so taking it repeatedly would get
expensive in a hurry. It is much cheaper to
buy a box of condoms instead.
Despite these concerns, the FDA found
the pill safe and effective and even most
opponents acknowledge that as well. A joint
advisory committee consisting of experts
selected by the FDA recommended that the
drug be approved and a safety review found
that "risks are very limited," that there was
a "low misuse and abuse potential" and that

there were "no demonstrated risks to a fetus
or a pregnancy."
If Plan B is safe and effective, has limited
side effects, poses a relatively low risk of
abuse and won't cause a miscarriage if taken
during a pregnancy, then why didn't the FDA
approve it for over the counter sale the first
time and why is it delaying its ruling now?
The official reason was that there was
insufficient data about its effects on girls
under the age of 16. First, it is probably difficult to set up any sort of study of 15 year old
girls' sexual practices. Second, doctors can
already prescribe the pill to girls under the

age of 16. In an effort to reach a compromise,
the drug's manufacturer, Barr Laboratories,
offered to have pharmacists only sell the drug
to girls who could prove they were over 16.
The FDA still denied the application.
Given the overwhelming recommendations by the medical community and attempts
to compromise by Barr, it would seem that
regulators in the FDA are allowing their own
non-medical views of sexuality to interfere
with their scientific jobs. The FDA's mission
statement says, "The FDA is responsible for
protecting the public health by assuring the
safety, efficacy and security" of drugs (the
full statement can be found at www.fda.gov).
Nowhere does it say the FDA should consider non-medical or non-scientific issues.
Its job is to make sure medicines are safe.
Nothing else. In fact, for every day the FDA
keeps Plan B off pharmacy shelves, girls
and young women are having their lives torn
apart by unwanted pregnancies, abortions and
children they cannot properly care for.
Plan B has been proven effective both in
trials and in real use. It can prevent unwanted
pregnancies by preventing fertilization and
thus avoid the messy issue of abortion entirely. However, prescription availability is not
enough. Plan B should be part of everyone's
reproductive options all the time.
We already know that Plan B is safe. We
already know that it is effective. We already
know that easy access to it will prevent thousands of unwanted pregnancies. What we
don't know is what the FDA is waiting for.
The opinions expressed in this editorial are written by
the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may not represent
the individual view of any particular member.

COMMENTARY

44 speaking 0#l 99
Should the FDA approve the Plan B morning after
pill for over the counter sale?

Britteni O'Cain

"There are so many other
alternatives to the morning
after pill. Plus, it continues
to degrade the concept of
sex.

english
junior

Kevin Carey

"No, it makes not using
protection too convenient."

undeclared
sophomore

"I don't need to worry
about getting pregnant."
Travis Axtell

electrical engineering
junior

"People should have a
prescription before obtaining it. It is important to be
aware of the implications
and consequences."
Mckay Allston

general engineering
freshman

"With a prescription,
people would think twice
before having sex."
Crystal Wise

mechanical engineering
sophomore

"A child is created from
the moment of conception
on. The increased accessibility of the morning after
pill is yet another way to
have an abortion. I don't
support it."
Abigail Cox

nursing
sophomore
> ■
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from the EDITOR'S*/^
At a poker game this past Friday
evening, a friend shared the
horrors he has experienced
while living with a dirty roommate. It
was amazing.
This person apparently leaves crusty
plates on the counter for days and even
shoves plates under the couch to avoid
washing.
At this point, the
bugs have started to
figure out the routine,
and this person's solution: Stack the food and
food-filled plates high
enough so that the bugs
can't "reach" them.
I've got news for you
pal. The bugs have you beat in the
brains department.
But the real surprise was when other
folks around the poker table began to
chime in their own horror stories.
One guy has a roommate who thinks
the floor is a garbage can and another
person unfortunately bunks with folks
who have decided to forgo showering
for extended periods of time. Yeah.
The list goes on.
I just couldn't believe how common this experience was. I understand
that all college students, and all adults
for that matter, don't measure up to
Martha Stewart standards — it's easy
to get busy and leave books haphazardly stacked in your room or neglect
to make the bed one morning.
Being dirty is in another league
all together. This summer I couldn't
believe my luck when I ended up with
dirty roommates, but maybe it wasn't
luck. Maybe the odds just weren't in
my favor.
Either way, I walked away from that
Friday night with an immense thankfulness for many things including my
clean apartment and neat roommates.
For me, it sometimes takes experiencing unpleasantness to appreciate
other things in my life.
For instance, it was so cold the other
day that five minutes outside was utter
torture. It made me appreciate the
relatively warm weather we enjoy in
South Carolina. . •
• ,-

(As I'm writing my friend in
Rochester, New York's away message says, "taking studying break
to unbury my car ... damn snow
... then to IHOP! yes!") I couldn't
imagine.
But, besides the appreciation I
have for our great state, the weather
really gave me an
appreciation for my
kitchen.
CAROLINE
Until this year I
STONE
Editor In lived on-campus,
Chief and while there were
many advantages
such as no utility
bills, I had to walk
to a dining hall.
Sometimes, the walk was enjoyable; when it was pretty outside
it was nice to sit on a bench after
eating. But the cold weather really
helped me appreciate my kitchen.
This summer, I had a fun
research job but little income. I
couldn't afford to just buy whatever
I felt like for dinner. Instead, most
nights I had noodles or rice.
It's kind of funny now, but I also
am thankful that I don't have to
worry about being able to afford
food when I self-checkout at Bi-Lo.
I know that I should try to be
more thankful all of the time
— that it shouldn't take a blustery
day, a hungry summer or disgusting
stories to make me appreciate the
things that I have.
So, only one month into the New
Year, I have to keep in mind this
year's resolution. I want to be more
thankful and to act on that thankfulness.
Out of the many things that I
want to appreciate this year, I'm
especially grateful for the simple
fact that it is a new year — that we
can all face this spring with a fresh
face, always mindful of where we
have been and ready to move into a
successful future.
Caroline Stone is a junior majoring in english. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTtgerNews.com.
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to the EDITOR
I was reading The Tiger this past
Friday, and I ran across a very disturbing mistake. The article on the
Women's Tennis team, written by
Carissa Donges was a very wellwritten, well-researched article, but
one thing overshadows all of the
good points. Donges wrote about
how well the team has been doing
and stated some important facts
about the team and then included
a picture. The caption under the
picture says, "Clemson senior Julie
Coin smashes the ball in recent
action." However, the picture is of
Ania Dolinska. For those of you
who may not remember, back in
May there was a fatal plane crash
in the Grand Canyon and three former Clemson students were killed,
Milena Stanoycheva, Glenn Howie
and Ania Dolinska.
I realize that women's tennis
is not one of the most recognized
sports teams here at Clemson, but
a mistake of this proportion is
unacceptable. I truly believe that
had this been an article about the
football or basketball teams, this
mistake would not have occurred.
It was very upsetting for many
of the tennis players to see this
picture of a truly missed friend
and teammate. We appreciate the
team's acknowledgement in The
Tiger, but in the future, please
double check your facts.
Jodi Oliver
financial management

is because of resources and corporate interest in that area. And the
American people were deceived
again. What is new?
What happened to reasoning?
We have become lackadaisical.
Public opinion helped stop our
sons and daughters from being
maimed and killed in Vietnam.
Where are the passive protests
now? There have been holy prophets of Judaism, Islam, Christianity,
but many of us have forsaken their
messages.
Many of Jesus and Moses'
teachings are not unlike those of
Muhammod in their compassion,
selflessness and social unorthodoxy.
A good example about violence
can be learned from what Jesus
taught. He did oppose passive
resistance. He said, "When an
enemy smites you on one cheek,
do not stand there passive, but in
a positive attitude, turn the other."
He wanted his followers to be
wise and aler in a positive reaction
of the good to the evil, that they
might effectively overcome evil
with good.
He referred ti the idea of doing
something positive in the place of
the old advice to retaliate.
We cannot put out fire with
gasoline. We can bomb the world
into pieces, but not into peace. Put
those billions of dollars into education, not devastation. We must
remember our roots. We are all
brothers and sisters form one common cradle.
Greg Weitz
Clemson staff, facilities

United States bombs will not create Midle East peace
I'm not sure if it's symbolic or
prophetic, but it's certainly ironic
that the cradle of civilization is
becoming the grave of civilization. The cradle is being rocked
by bombs instead of nurturing the
hands of caretakers.
The actions of our present
administration in Iraq are not
humanitarian, nor are they out of
revenge for what happened on 911-2001.
The act of our aggression there

Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 400 words.
They must include the
author's name, hometown
and phone number (or e-mail
address). All letters will be
checked for authenticity and
may be edited for clarity
and grammar. THE TIGER
reserves the right to print or
edit all submissions. Send
letters to our U.S. Mail
address or e-mail them to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.

LET YOUR VOICE
BE HEARD!
The Tiger wants you to be able to express your opinions
in its pages, and this semester there will once again be
multiple opportunities for you to make this happen on a
regular basis.
While not all submissions of either form will gain entry
into The Tiger right away, some may be held for publication at a later date, as soon as space and other considerations allow. In addition to letters to the editor, there
are two primary ways to express your opinions on the
Opinions pages of The Tiger:

Point Counterpoint
Point Counterpoint topics
are announced one issue in
advance. Arguments will be
accepted for both the "Yes"
and "No" sides of the issue.
Submissions should be
400 words in length. Next
issue's Point Counterpoint
will be "Should Clemson
have moved the Texas A&M
game to a Sunday? "
Submissions will be
checked for authenticity
and may be edited for clarity and grammar. The Tiger
reserves the right to print
and/or edit all submissions.
Send letters to our U.S.
Mail address or e-mail them
to letters@TheTigerNews.
com.
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Tigers Talk
Tigers Talk pieces are
guest columns printed on
the regular Opinions pages
of The Tiger. Guest columns can run anywhere
from 600-800 words and
can be on any topic the
writer chooses. No more
than one guest column will
run each week, but submissions may be held for subsequent weeks.
Columns will be checked
for authenticity and may be
edited for clarity and grammar. The Tiger reserves the
right to print and/or edit all
submissions. Send letters
to our U.S. Mail address or
e-mail to letters@TheTiger
News.com.

Bush should focus less on partying and more on world events
I noticed a letter to the editor last
week that suggested the removal
of one of our opinion columnists
— a pretty harsh response from one
of our readers. Not to say that "spirited" feedback is unwelcome, but
we should leave the name calling
to presidential candidates. In fact, we
all encourage you
to share your opinions. I didn't agree
with the article on
several points, and
a strong argument
could be made for
better word selection. That being said, I still have
to stand up for my colleague; it is
an opinion column. You know what
they say, opinions are like ... well,
perhaps that isn't appropriate for
print.
But I digress. The point I was
driving at concerns the staff editorial in this past week's Tiger. The
piece defended the "pomp and
ceremony" of Bush's recent presidential inauguration, including the
traditional parade followed by ten
balls. Personally, I was shocked
to find out that this represents the
"majority opinion of The Tiger
editorial board." I guess you could
say this is my letter to the editor.
So here we go.
When the world woke on
Thursday, Jan. 20 there was little
cause for celebration. Thousands
of American soldiers were engaged
in guerrilla warfare with insurgents across Iraq, becoming more
dangerous as the Iraqi elections
draw near. Over 160,000 people
had been confirmed dead, and
tens of thousands were still missing. Hundreds of thousands more
were trying to put their lives back
together without succumbing to
the famine, Malaria, Gangrene and
countless other dangers. Also on
Thursday, the US announced that

it would be pulling its military
support, some 11,000 troops from
various branches of the military,
from the tsunami relief effort.
In America the big event was
the presidential inauguration, a $40
million celebration of freedom and
the ideals of democracy itself. Right?
Wrong. The festiviCHRIS ties were privately
McELVEEN funded by supporters
Columnist of the president who
share his lack of concern for real world
problems. In addition
to dinner and better
parade seats, the Bush camp even
gave clever little names to large
contributors, such as "underwriter"
for donations of $250,000 (the
maximum donation allowed for
individuals).
Inaugurations are often expensive, Bush spent $40 million last
term to top Clinton's over $33 million in 1997, and the $40 million
price tag did not include the cost of
security for the event. Six thousand
police, 7,000 troops and several
Coast Guard vessels were used to
guard the nation's capital, costing
D.C. millions of dollars. Being
the seat of the government does
require some extra cost; however,
over the top celebrations that push
the city to its limit are not a reasonable expense to impose on the
citizens of D.C.
Once again I feel as though I
have strayed off topic. The real
issue isn't the dollar amount of the
ceremonies. What bothers me is
the blatant disrespect shown to the
world in the extravagant celebrations. Many argue that the world's
problems should outweigh the
excitement and partying. I can see
that side of the argument. If you
liken the world to a global community, it is similar to having a $40
million dollar party for the mayor

while part of the town is destroyed,
disease is rampant and hundreds
of thousands of people are dead or
are dying. I guess it really doesn't
sound so good when you put it that
way.
Another criticism of the ceremonies comes from the Bush administration itself. A mad PR scramble
from the Whitehouse dubbed the
fighting in Iraq and Afghanistan a
new "war on terror." So if we are
at war, how have other wartime
presidents acted? Since World
War II was the last time Congress
officially declared war, we have
to go back a long way. In 1945
Roosevelt's fourth term began
quietly on a balcony with very
few people present. In fact, there
was no inaugural parade, and that
evening not one inaugural ball was
held. When Wilson took office
shortly before the US entered
World War I, there was a small
parade but no balls.
I am not suggesting that Bush
should have taken such drastic
measures; after all, we are not at
war. What I am suggesting is that
we as Americans drop the arrogance and help another country
when they don't have money or
oil to take. I seriously doubt the
troops watching were applauding
the "freedom to self-govern" supposedly represented in the ceremonies as they went out for patrols
without proper equipment, often
lifesaving body armor. As part of
the 49 percent of the population
who didn't vote for Bush, I can't
tell you how happy I was to see it
televised all day on every channel.
I hope you caught the sarcasm; I
was laying it on pretty thick. But
that's just my opinion.
Chris McElveen is ajunior in graphic communications. Email comments
to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Should the U.S. give more tsunami aid?
YES
NO
The United States is expected to
formally announce a large increase
— from $350 million to $650 million — in the amount of aid it will give nations
affected by the earthquake and tsunami of Dec.
26, 2004. If this happens, the United States' donation will be the third largest by a country, behind
Australia and Germany. But the United States should
be number one on that list, and it should have been
number one a long time ago.
Some people might say that there's still time, that
the United States could keep raising its donations as
time goes on.
These people are probably
right: in situations like this, it's
not really about the numbers
(though a big number is needed
and a small number would certainly be an insult). Everything's
relative, as the saying goes.
So here are some relatives:
The United States has, by far, the highest gross domestic product of any country in the
world; Australia isn't even in the top 10, yet it has
pledged more. By contrast, the United States is far
from being in the top 10 in amount, relative to its
GDP, of aid given by other countries.
Like many countries, the United States stepped
up its relief effort as the scale of the disaster became
apparent. But it's been a month since the cataclysmic
events in the Indian Ocean, and though relief organizations can't spend all the money at once, the U.S.
response has seemed relatively slow.
There was a window of opportunity when the
scale of the tragedy was known and the world was
reeling from the news. The country could have led
the way with its donation — not as a bloated flash
of wealth, but as a gesture to the rest of the world.
While the rifts between the United States and other
nations would not have been bridged with one donation, it would have been a step in the right direction.
As it is, the United States could pledge a billion
dollars now and still look bad.
If the United States announces the increase, it will
probably come around Feb. 7, when President Bush
submits his 2006 budget to Congress. In this bill,
Bush will also ask for $80 billion or more to pay for
military operations and war in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Though these are just numbers — $650 million, $80
billion
the disparity between them is glaring.

POINT

The magnitude of the utter devastation left by the tsunami is undeniable and
tragic. However, before using the "we can
never give too much" argument to justify giving more
aid, I suggest we take a look at the current aid the U.S.
has committed to the tsunami relief. As of Jan. 21, the
U.S. government has pledged approximately $350 million and has actually committed $102 million. Private
American donors have pledged in excess of $700 million and committed $500 million. If all of the pledged
money is actually converted into cash, the U.S. will
have donated more than $ 1 billion. In all, the world
has pledged $5 billion towards the relief effort.
Unfortnuately the history of long-term relief
efforts for natural disasters does not bode
well for those needing the aid. For example,
a massive earthquake devastated the city of
Bam, Iran in Dec. 2003. An estimated 30,000
people were killed. The world
pledged more than $1 billion for
the rebuilding of Bam. Then, for
a number of reasons, the majority
of the money fell through.
The bureaucracy of the Iranian government made long-term relief near impossible
and led donor groups to abandon the effort.
In 1999, hurricane Mitch destroyed much of coastal
Honduras. The world pledged $17 billion for the relief
effort, but the effort again stalled and much of the
money fell through. There is a clear pattern that follows a natural disaster. The television cameras rush
to show the horrific scenes. Citizens of the world
pledge aid. The attention of the world wanes and with
the attention goes the long-term commitment towards
rebuilding the impacted area.
While I do not advocate we reduce our aid, I do not
think we should pledge any more money. We have
already pledged $1 billion; let's fulfill our pledges and
break the historical pattern. For once, we should not let
the news media's need for hot and new stories dictate
how we spend our attention throughout the world.
Once we actually give what we promised, we should
make sure the money is used as intended. We should
ensure that the money goes to tsunami relief and not
some other government project. The donor nations
should play an active role in monitoring the money.
Until we fulfill our current pledges and the money is
used properly, we should feel no duty to give more.
Matt 1 ul) niew ski is a senior majoring in philosophy and production studies in performing arts.
'
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A little sense of humor
carries one a long way

SENIORSTAFF

The internet can ruin your day

CAROLINE STONE

It appears that my class-taking days ended just in the nick
of time. At the
beginning of the
semester, I was a
little distraught to
come to the conclusion that like most of
my friends, I would
not be taking classes
on campus anymore.
The heralded student
teaching semester has commenced
for this elementary education major,
and while I was upset that I would
not be in the number of class attending collegians, after these first few
weeks back, I am quite okay with
my situation.
A friend of mine enrolled in
English 103 told me about the writing assignment he had for the first
week of school. He was asked to
describe his favorite type of ice
cream.
When he told me this, I immediately thought, "Wow, what a
great assignment to get some of my
fourth graders to do." Contrary to
popular belief, education majors
are equipped with the tools to
deliver engaging and worthwhile
lessons that will prepare students for a lifetime of learning
— we don't just color and learn
our ABCs. So, at the thought of
this assignment, I became quite
excited... until I thought to myself:
"This is college.'lt's hard for me
to understand why this is a worthwhile assignment. I suppose if
English 103 teachers are using it
as a diagnostic tool to determine
their students' writing ability, it is a
pretty decent assessment.
However, this is Clemson
University, and I would like to
believe that everyone who received
acceptance into this institution
can adequately write a descriptive
paragraph. Besides, the 2002-2003
Undergraduate Announcements
defines English 103 as "Training
in composing correct and effective expository and argumentative
essays and in researching and writing documented essays."
So, I propose a different assignment for the first week of English
103. Perhaps, a composition about
"why one flavor of ice cream is
better than another" would be more
suitable for college students. It still
begs the student to share his feelings about a particular flavor of ice
cream while it also complies with
the objectives of the course. Then
again, what do I know? Elementary
education majors are only good for
teaching how to color inside the
lines...
That leads me to another startling discovery I made in these first
few weeks of school. Apparently,
there is a huge percentage of the
Clemson family that has a difficult
time grasping satire and sarcasm.

Maybe another English class
should be developed to teach students (and maybe
even some of the
faculty) that there
HAMILTON
is a literary device
PARKS
that is devoted
Columnist
entirely to the arts
of humor and comedy.
Through this
genre we have been
given such marvels as Jonathan
Swift's 1729 expose entitled, "A
Modest Proposal: For Preventing
the Children of Poor People in
Ireland from Being a Burden to
Their Parents or Country, and for
Making Them Beneficial to the
Public."
In this work, Swift suggests a
powerful and extreme, yet completely feasible way to end poverty, hunger, and overpopulation
in Ireland — eating human babies.
Sure it's not the first solution
that would come to mind, but it
works. And a wise man once told
me not to knock something before
you try it. Even today, eating
babies might be a better source of
nourishment for visually average
females dependent on meals in
college dining halls.
I'm sure there were mamas and
daddies all over Ireland shocked
at the thought of selling their baby
to a hungry family in search of a
tasty holiday meal. These same
mamas and daddies, like so many
of the illustrious Clemson community were plagued with the
unfortunate misunderstanding of
satire.
So, since we have had this little
five minute crash course on the
things I find unimportant and
important in college literature
instruction, I challenge everyone
who reads this column to do these
two things:
1. Do not be afraid to question
the validity of an assignment. It
should be a rare occasion that
you would have to do this here
at Clemson, but if the teacher is
truly a qualified educator he or
she will be able to either prove
how the assignment will be of use
to expanding your knowledge or
else he or she will reevaluate the
assignment so that it will coincide
with what you are supposed to be
learning.
2. Acquaint yourself with the
precious gift of satire. You will
learn to appreciate the humor in
life's little mishaps and you also
won't look like a stick in the mud
when individuals around you are
trying to have a little fun. Humor
does exist for dealing with the
trivia of life.
Hamilton Parks is a junior in elementary education. E-mail comments to
letters@ The TigerNews. com.
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So a guy at Cardiff University already starting to look a little less
officially declared last Monday, bleak.
Jan. 24 the worst day of the
So in case you aren't followyear.
ing, I've pretty much concluded by
Cliff Arnalls put together a little
this point that most of the reason
equation reinforcing the misery of the the weekend was not up to par was
day that included variables such as
because I was anticipating a downer,
"foul weather, debt,
the worst one of the
fading Christmas
year.
memories, failed
I've heard disNAYLOR
resolutions and a lack
BROWNELL courses along the
of motivation."
News Editor same lines trying
Those, plus the fact
to explain "lucky"
that it was a Monday
people - they ignore
(a coincidence, he
the "bad" parts of the
swears), all but sealed
day and focus on the
the deal for me. Add
positive aspects. By
in the death of a friend, a debilitating
getting in the negative mindset, I was
illness striking a relative and a bout
looking for bad things to happen.
with the flu and that's my weekend.
This is nothing new, just an obserI'm not writing this to gamer sym- vation we all probably made in grade
pathy or have an outlet for my frusschool.
trations, but rather to pose a question.
Trying to further justify the suckiHad I not known ahead of time,
ness of the week so far, I found I
would Monday still have sucked?
could of course blame it all on the
The three specifics I mentioned
Internet.
were obviously beyond my psychoIn all honesty, I wouldn't be such
logical creation, but I still wonder if
a news junkie if it weren't for the
the anticipation of the dreaded date
Internet - it makes it so much easier
had anything to do with the grim
and cheaper to get information, even
weekend. I decided to see what other
if it some of it is useless crap that
people ignorant of the ominous date
might just taint your day.
thought of the mood.
So does this mean (gasp!) that
Compulsively checking away
even the useful parts of the informamessages in Charleston on Saturday
tion superhighway can be bad for
night, I saw that one of my roomyou?
mates gave the weekend a "Blah -."
Case in point: Away message
However, one of my other roomchecking. I know that if I did not
mates had a message up encouraging
check away messages, I'd have
all who saw it to eat pizza and watch
another half hour of the day free
"Porky's."
to do something else. I believe
Since they were in the same place,
TheFacebook also falls into this catI could only assume that they were
egory.
both gorging themselves and watchThen there are sites like The Onion
ing the movie. And they were, just
and Homestar Runner that, even
obviously with different attitudes.
though they are updated weekly,
Also, one of my best friends broke
manage to absorb exorbitant amounts
up with her boyfriend and Johnny
of my time. Take out another hour
Carson died.
of the day spent on the BBC and
Oh yeah, another roommate
NYTimes and, while you're at it, take
thought his weekend was going to
out another half hour spent in onesuck because his girlfriend was movsided conversations on AIM.
ing out of the country. It did.
Maybe DCIT with its sluggishness
On Monday, after a particularly
at fixing computers is really just a
blessing in disguise.
dreadful lab, I saw one of my friends
and asked her if she knew if it was
My next thought in considering
the most depressing day of the year.
all the time my generation spends
She didn't and was having a very
plugged in is what in the world are
nice day already, thank-you-verywe going to do when we hit the work
much. On Tuesday, she cursed my
environment?
name for starting her day on a downAre we all going to suffer some
ward spiral.
sort of breakdown when we go eight
Did anyone else notice how cloudy hours without knowing where our
it was on Monday? I sure did. See
friends are, or what their latest mood
what I mean? My weekend, and that
is, as indicated by the smarmy song
of those around me, sounds like it
quote in their profile that we've seen
was horrible.
hundreds of times? Are we going
I haven't told you any of the fun
to spend our at-home time hunched
things that happened - my roommate over our glowing passports to the
and his girlfriend went to dinner a
lethargic world?
All I know is that I won't even
few times and I'm sure spent some
quality time during their last hours
bother going to work on the Monday
nearest January 24. It's going to suck.
together.
My friend's funeral was a great
opportunity for many people from
Nayktr Brownell is a sophomore in
high school to get together. "Porky's" biological sciences. E-mail comis a good movie. The weekend is
ments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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A lifelong hockey fan from Ottowa used his
obituary to criticize the NHL and the players'
association for the prolonged lockout. At this
rate, we may too.
«^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Beloved comedian Johnny Carson passed
away Sunday. He hosted The Tonight Show for
nearly 30 years and gave many of today's best
comedians their starts. Thanks for the memories!
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Turned around in "Labyrinth"
KATE SHOLLER

Staff Writer
There are certain cinematographic elements a film can possess that
automatically attract the eyes of
the "Academy." Some of these elements include: Jennifer Connelly,
muppets, a dwarfed, talking monster named Hoggle and David
Bowie. When you tie these elements together in a dark children's
musical directed by Jim Henson,
you can rest assured that you are
witnessing the best movie ever.
Jennifer Connelly plays a adolescent named Sarah who is forced to
take care of her wicked stepmother's child, Toby, while said
stepmother goes out with
her father. Sarah prefers
the fantasy world to her
own, entertaining herself
with dolls and stories, most
predominantly, the story
"Labyrinth," which she
reads to Toby as a bedtime story.
Little does Sarah know, as she
worries Toby with the possibility
of the Goblin King coming to take
the little boy away from the beautiful princess, that the goblins are
anxiously waiting just outside the
nursery window, waiting for the
key words — "I wish the goblins
would come and take you away
right now."
Enter the Goblin King, David
Bowie, complete with Spandex
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YOUR INSIDE GUIDE TO ENTERTAINMENT

pants that leave nothing to the
imagination and a mullet. He has
been waiting outside of her window (in owl form) the whole time,
and once she sets him free, he
enters amidst a cloud of glitter, eye
shadow and swirling black cape.
The Goblin King tells Sarah that
in order to get her brother back, she
must complete the dreaded labyrinth in 13 hours.
What Sarah doesn't know is that
Jim Henson and George Lucas
worked together to implement the
cutting edge
of visual
effects
^-x
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n

1986, so sometimes walls turn into doors
and doors lead to bottomless
pits or, if you've really done
something bad, they turn into the
Bog of Eternal Stench. She also
doesn't know how much singing
is involved, or how little David
Bowie's mullet moves in proportion to the amount of dancing he
does.
The first creature Sarah encounters upon entering the labyrinth
is Hoggle, a hideous, dwarfed

SUMMER NURSE FELLOWSHIP
LEXINGTON MEDICAL CENTER
Lexington Medical Center is pleased to
invite rising Senior RN nursing students
to participate in our annual Summer
Nurse Fellowship beginning in May of
2005.
The 10 week, full time, paying program
is an opportunity to work with a
preceptor and rotate throughout LMC
while gaining valuable hands-on clinical
training.
Qualified applicants will have a 3.0 GPA
and will need instructor's reference
letters provided by LMC.
For more information and an application
packet, please contact:
Joel Watts, Nurse Recruiter, at
(803) 791-2530, jdwatts@lexhealth.org,
or apply on line at www.lexmed.com.

monster with a good heart and a
slight knowledge of how the maze
works.
The Goblin King knows Hoggle
and is aware of his aid and threatens to throw them both in the Bog
of Eternal Stench ... but Sarah is
Hoggle's first friend! Will friendship prevail? Will Sarah complete
the near-impossible maze to save
her baby brother? Will the Goblin
King keep singing? (Of course he
will; he's David Bowie.)
Instead of ruining the ending
(which is centered around an M.C.
Escher-inspired puzzle involving a
room of upside-down stairs), let's
examine the relationship that exists
between both Hoggle and
Sarah and the Goblin King
and Sarah. What sets
Labyrinth" apart from
a simple children's
fantasy movie is the
underlying romantic context that
exists
between
Sarah and the
Goblin King.
In between scenes of
warring muppets, one can hear the
Goblin King uttering lines such as
"I ask for so little. Just fear me, love
me, do as I say and I will be your
slave" and "Everything I've done,
I've done for you. I move the stars
for no one."
Could it be that due to Sarah's
tenacity for completing his maze,
the Goblin King has fallen in love
with her? Does he really have an
issue with Hoggle helping Sarah
get closer to the end of the maze,
or is it an issue with Hoggle getting
close to Sarah?
So did "Labyrinth" attract the
eyes of the Academy? No. Its beautiful subtlety and brilliant meshing
of the romantic, fantasy, musical
and children's genre was apparently no match for Woody Allen's
"Hannah and Her Sisters."
It will have to claim its stake
in cinematographic history as a
cult classic and the launching of
Jennifer Connelly's professional
acting career.

SocTa(
Misadventure*

KELLS HILDEBRANDT

Staff Writer
There was one thing I wanted for Christmas this year: a really awesome date. The ideal date-partner would be someone tall, dark and
handsome. We would go out for dinner, engage in witty dialogue and
wind up in my bedroom after a few drinks. In short, all I wanted for
Christmas was an amazing orgasm.
It's not that I wasn't happy with the digital camera and shoes that I
found under the tree on Dec. 25. After all, a mind-bending orgasm isn't
really something you can wrap and place under the tree. And I probably wouldn't want to open it in the presence of my family members.
And so, my Christmas wish did not arrive in time for Christmas ...
or New Year's .... And now, as school starts again, it has still not actualized. My dream of sex and the city was quickly turning into celibacy
in the suburbs. So, I decided to use the money from the many hours
logged at my desk job to buy myself a very different sort of present:
a vacation.
I ended up taking my vacation in Charlotte, N.C. It wasn't exotic,
sunny, sandy or warm. But the location had one key feature: my best
friend in the entire world. And not only is she my best friend, but she
is the best friend any girl could ever have. She's Carrie, Samantha,
Miranda and Charlotte, all rolled into one. She's fun, witty, serious
and caring.
This was the first time we had lived in a three-hour driving radius
in two years. We spent a long weekend catching-up. We talked about
boys and break-ups. We talked about working. We talked about school.
We talked about our plans for careers. We talked about boys and breakups some more. We laughed a lot. And before I left her apartment to
drive back to Clemson, I realized I hadn't had that much fun in a long
time.
My vacation got me to thinking that maybe good friends are the best
kind of gifts to wish for. There are so many reasons to need a good
friend during the holidays. Invariably, students head home for the
holidays and no longer have thousands of similarly-aged peers within
walking distance. Keeping in contact with friends is like a connection
to college during the few weeks of winter break. Friends are the best
thing a girl can have in both good times and bad, and friends who stay
around through both kinds of times are worth their weight in gold.
I don't know, maybe this is something that everyone else has known
for a long time. But for me, this realization was incredibly important.
I'm not in a sorority; I live by myself and most of my friends are guys,
so girls'-nights-out are few and far between. The rarity of the occasion,
compounded with the qualities of a good friend, made me realize how
much women need time with other women. It's a Christmas present
we can give ourselves all year long. And while it wasn't the Christmas
present I was originally hoping for, it was the kind of release I really
needed.
Any comments, questions or suggestions for Social Misadventures can
be emailed to timeout@ thetigernews.com.

Wash these,

please!!
Vaccination is not the only way to prevent the FLU!!
♦ Avoid close contact with people who are sick!
♦ Stay home when you are sick so you don't infect
others!
♦ Avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth to keep
from spreading germs!
♦ Cover your mouth and nose when you cough and
sneeze!
♦ Get plenty of sleep and avoid stress!
♦ Drink plenty of fluids ~ at least 8 glasses of water per
day!
MOST IMPORTANTLY...WASH YOUR HANDS!!!
Frequent hand washing and/or use of an alcoholbased sanitizer prevents the spread of infectious
diseases, including the common cold, infectious
diarrhea, hepatitis A, and the FLU!
Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (www.cdc.gov)

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE HEALTH EDUCATION OFFICE
FOR MORE INFO CALL 656-1823
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FABULOUS
DOOR PRIZES &
Gift Certificate Prizes
Need not be present to win. Must complete form at Seneca Store.

We Gladly Accept

Your purchases and donations fund job training programs.
For more information: www.goodwillsc.org.

Always giving the customer a friendly convenient, shopping experience.
11011 North Radio Station Road • Seneca, SC (across from Lowe's)
Store Hours: 9 AM - 8 PM Mon- Sat. • 1:30 - 5:30 PM Sunday
864-882-2600
MWMMM^H^faMBta
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Never odd or even: stick
shifts, safety belts hit road
SHARON ERYL

Staff Writer
Our attempt to recapture the
adventure of freshman year continues, this week in the form of a
road trip. All of us have tried it at
least once, but the spontaneity that
really makes it great is hard to produce on demand.
As a freshman, I had a reputation for making unnecessarily
dangerous road trips — driving to
the mountains to night ski alone or
leaving at 11 p.m. for a party three
hours away when I had to be back
at work at 10 a.m. (it may sound
impossible, but it's not).
As an older and much wiser
senior, I have no interest in making such ridiculous trips. However,
a road trip is not out of the realm
of activities considered a must for
this Clemson student. Clemson is
fun, but parties, bars and more parties gets old after a while. So, this
weekend, I decided to get the hell
out of here!
Over the years, free weekends
become more precious, and they
are commodities not to be wasted
on any old trip. But what takes the
ordinary trip and turns it into the
ultimate college road trip?
One might speculate that a reliable vehicle would be the first

concern. I would argue, however,
that an unreliable car makes the
trip more interesting or at least
unpredictable. That fits much better with our theme of adventure,
so my 17-year-old car is perfect
for the job.
Our culture is loaded with examples of spectacular road trips, from
Jack Kerouac to Tom Greene. But
we need to be original here, and
spending too much time planning
will probably ruin it.
Unlike my solo trips of yore,
good friends are the first ingredients. We make the packing
list short — Spirit of adventure:
check! Childlike sense of wonder:
check! Clean underwear: check!
Destination: Charleston! And ...
we're off!
Only 15 minutes on the road
we had to turn around because
someone forgot his wallet (ahem,
ahem). My CD player, in all its
over-heated glory, decided to break
shortly thereafter, forcing us to
tune into the radio just in time for
Bryan Adams. Apparently no one
knows how to drive stick, so I'm
forced to drive the whole way even
with a sprained ankle. And exactly
where is our hotel? No one knows
that either. Blast Charleston and its
cursed one-way streets!
Um, why are we doing this

again? Really, what is the appeal?
You're stuck in the car for hours
on end. You get stiff and achy, you
have to hold it in forever and your
food options are limited to fast and
cheap or cheap and fast.
But despite the drawbacks,
when given the opportunity, your
average college kid will drop
everything like it was hot and hit
the open road. After all, these confined spaces bring about the most
entertaining, if slightly useless,
conversations. Such as: When is it
acceptable to share a toothbrush?
Exactly how many trees are there
in the world? How many degrees
of separation are there between
Leonardo DiCaprio and me? You
may even find yourself considering anarchy as a plausible form of
government or lack thereof.
What happens once the car is
in park seems less important than
how we got there. As they say,
life is a journey, not a destination.
So before you hit the road, Jack,
remember that life is a highway.
Once you're on the road again, you
may find that you are a true ramblin' man who was born to run. Or,
you could be the type who would
prefer the country roads to take
you home. Nevertheless, always
ask yourself in the end: "Dude,
where's my car?"

ADAM GRIFFIS

Staff Writer
To celebrate the New Year,
TimeOut brings you its top five
predictions for 2005, guaranteed
to be 100 percent accurate; if you
can think of a way to make money
in the stock market based on these
predictions, I suggest you do so
immediately.
1. Jon Stewart Strikes Again
Encouraged by the cancellation
of "Crossfire," Jon Stewart begins
to take down other talk shows.
Starting out by destroying pundit
shows on Fox News, CNN and
MSNBC, Jon eventually oversteps
his bounds by attacking daytime
TV talk shows "Live! With Regis
and Kelly" (claiming that their
fluff interview with Keanu Reeves
was destroying America) and "The
View" (suggesting to Star Jones that
this may not be a constructive use of
her law degree).
2. FCC Bans Sitcoms
In April of 2005, Director of the
FCC issues an official ban on situational comedies with the following statement: "With the ending of

Need a place to live?

Student Government is sponsoring
the 2005 Off-Campus Housing
Fair!

Friday, Jan. 28, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. in
Hendrix Ballrooms A <& B

'Everybody Loves Raymond' and
'Friends,' and the beset of such
horrors as 'Quintuplets,' there has
never been a better time to put an
end to this stagnant genre. We will
allow existing shows to go into
syndication, but any further production of sitcoms shall be punished by
torture." Speculation runs wild as to
motivation of this ban, some saying
it is pressured by the religious right
seeking to put an end to "Will and
Grace."
3. VH1 does "I Love the 2010s"
Having exhausted all nostalgia
associated with all other time periods, including the 1880s ("Hey,
remember when Garfield was
shot?"), and desperate for more
smarmy remarks from Michael
Ian Black, VH1 resorts to creating
an entirely new form of nostalgia,
deemed prenalgia, the formal definition of which is "waxing moronicly
about events yet to occur." In their
new series "I Love the 2010s," various celebrities and "witty" comedians fondly remember various events
to come.
4. Paris Hilton Becomes a Crazed
Zealot
Paris Hilton finally reaches critical mass of slutdom and collapses
upon her self like a neutron star in
March of 2005. After a breakdown
during the filming of "Simple Life
3," she disappears to resurface in
Georgia as a born-again Christian
spouting fire and brimstone. She is
arrested and serves a six month sentence for trying to bomb an abortion
clinic. In a related note, fellow nutty
celebrity Britney Spears settles
into relative normalcy, abandoning
Kabala as a fad.
5. Attack of the Acronyms — EA
Buys the DoJ
After EA buys DICE, Criterion
and UbiSoft, and negotiates an
exclusive five-year contract with
the NFL and a 15-year deal with
ESPN in 2004, it fears an anti-trust
suit. EA thus decides to negate the
risk and buys the Department of
Justice for $20 billion. Realizing
the huge licensing potential, EA
shortly thereafter comes out with
"Gonzales' Lawsuit 2005," a game
where players act as the US attorney general by prosecuting various
criminals in Federal Court, with the
newly-confirmed Gonzales providing commentary. Following the
breakout success of this law game,
EA comes out with "Street Law:
Vol. 1," a much more arcade-style
view of the courtroom. Janet Reno
provides color commentary with a
hip-hop overtone like NBA Street's
Bobbito Garcia. "Oh snap! He just
laid a big mound of jurisprudence
on you. How does that feel prosecutor, to be embarrassed in front of
your boys like that?"

Tuesday
All you can eat
crab legs.

Come check out the available
living options!
We will have pizza, prizes
and free gifts!
.

Hwy 92, across
fromBi-Lo
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Attention Seniors!

Don't miss the Ciemson University
bookstore Grad Fair
Feb. 1 and 2, 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. each day
Held in the Hendrix Student Center
multi-purpose room on the 2nd floor
Talk with reps from Herff Jones*
Framing Success and More!

Refreshments will be served.
Order you graduation announcements
and cap and gown during the fair and
receive the Ciemson grad card good for
20% off your next gift or clothing
purchase at the University bookstore
Sponsored by the Ciemson University
Bookstore
J
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Football
Intramural flag football is not quite as sissy as you'd think
but not quite as violent either. The game is played essentially the same as regular American football, with a few
exceptions.
First, and most obviously, a play is called dead when a
player's flag is pulled from his/her belt, as opposed to when
his/her knee hits the ground due to a tackle. Secondly, first
downs are achieved by crossing a marked line on the field,
not by achieving a 10 yard gain. Thirdly, after a touchdown,
a team may attempt a conversion of one to three point values,
with each point attempted beginning farther away from the
goal line.
Co-ed flag football also has specific rules to balance the
use of males and females on each team.
There are a few other rules that are only for flag football
but nothing too drastic.
Intramural flag football is a great way to get exercise, have
fun and enjoy times with your friends.

TimeOut *
ntramur
Patrick McLaughlin - Haitian Invasion Flag Football Captain
TimeOut: How often and/or how do you practice?
Patrick: For flag football, our intrepid team, Haitian Invasion,
got its act together; we managed to get together for two practices
before the season started and an additional three during the season.
TO: Does your team have any pregame rituals or chants?
Patrick: We have postgame rituals that usually involve libations. I tried
to get the team to yell, "Allez les verts mer-mousses," as a cheer, but for
some reason it didn't catch on
TO: How did you get involved with the sport and/or
your team.
Patrick: I got recruited by other people in my
department (economics) who had decided to put
together an ultimate frisbee team. I think their motivation in putting a team together was just to build
friendships, get some exercise and generally kick ass.
TO: What is the best part of the sport?
Patrick: For me, the best part was when a play (in
football) worked just like planned. Winning is great,
but it's even better to see some of your own scheming
come to fruition. It's also nice when people whom one
doesn't expect to make big plays do make big plays.
Everyone is an eligible receiver. Naturally a defense
is going to lock on to the best athletes and typically
double-team them; the clever coach, in that case, would simply run some
plays involving the players who aren't being covered.
TO: What is your most memorable game?
Patrick: Our last game in flag football. We thought we had a chance
to make the playoffs if we won. So, we came out playing hard, and our
team really gelled on both sides of the ball. We won by a good margin,but
ended up not making the playoffs.

Scott Lagstrom, Throwbacks captain
TimeOut: How often and/or how do you
practice?
Scott: The Throwbacks typically have practice
one night a week during the season as well as playing in pickup games on Friday afternoons.
TO: Any pre-game rituals or chants?
Scott: Every game before we start, we circle up
and dance, clap and sing the song "This is the Day
that the Lord has Made." Then at halftime, we
have team moms that bring us some type of snack
(usually oranges) to give us more energy. Finally,
at the end of the game, we invite the other team to
circle up and pray thanks to God for keeping us
safe during our game.
TO: How did you come up with your team name?
Scott: The "Throwbacks" was more or less a consensus since the
beginning of our team between the freshmen and the seniors.
TO: How long have you been playing?
Scott: I've been playing for three years now. I had no idea what
ultimate. Frisbee was until I came to Clemson.
TO: Has anything funny ever happen during a game?
Scott: Our team has a good sense of humor. One of our teammates, unnamed, likes to pretend that he is Deion Sanders and
wears the number 21 religiouScotty. He usually does some type of
crowd-pleasing dance every time he makes a big play. That means
that every game has some funny moments.

Ultimate
Frisbee

You see it being played all over campus and
you know you want to play it ... it's Frisbee!
Just imagine playing soccer with a flying discus
,and you pretty much have the general concept.
Intramural frisbee registration is being held at
Fike Recreation Center from March 7 - 9. Teams
are required to have a minimum of seven members. Frisbee is a great cardiovascular activity and
is also quite fun to watch. Playing in the novice
league is a great way to improve your skills while
the advance league will provide anyone with a
challenge. So grab your disc and hit the field!
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Volleyball
3 on 3 Sand Volleyball is the greatest intramural sport
available. Or it was before dodgeball stole its spotlight and
forced volleyball to be a DE tournament. There is no other
sport that men can play shirtless as far as the intramurals go.
As the great poet Kenny Chesney once said, "No Shoes, No
Shirt, No Problem." Sand volleyball is more fun than the
indoor variety because diving in sand causes fewer injuries,
and the rules are much less strict. Bumps aren't mandatory
on serve returns, and the games are mostly regulated by the
teams playing. Dodgeball may have its popularity boosted
due to a recent movie but wait until "You Got Served 3v3"
comes out and revitalizes the lesser known and sexier variety
of volleyball for all avid beach spikers and sand dwellers.

Nick Bascom, member of the former "You Got
Served 2" team.
Timeout: How often does your team practice?
Nick: Mostly in the sand. In the snow it gets kind of
rough, but it's a summer sport, so you know. We practice looking hot more than actually playing.
TO: Does your team have any pre-game rituals?
Nick: Aside from the periwinkle daisy-chain reacharound, no, no rituals, but a few chest-bumps are
acceptable.
TO: Has anything funny ever happened during
a game?
Nick: Lots of funny stuff happens, you know. I
would say whenever the guys get hit in the grooneys,
it's always good for a couple of chuckles.
TO: What is the best part of the sport?
Nick: Diving. Some of the cooler frat guys might
not agree, but for me the more sand in your pants the
better.

Donnie Lloyd, Founder of the Flying Squirrels:
TimeOut: How often and how do you practice?
Donnie: Other than the occasional pick-up game, we don't practice.
We just think extremely hard about practicing and that seems to be
enough.
TO: Any pre-game rituals or chants?
Donnie: Pre-game, post-game and throughout the whole game we like
to holler our unique squirrel cheer. It goes like this, "Squee Squee."
TO: How did you come up with your team name?
Donnie: A friend and I were sitting in the library, and we overheard a
froup of people discussing how stupid non-intimidating mascots were,
o, we decided to come up with a fantastic, non-intimidating mascot that
would eventually prove them wrong.
TO: How did you get involved with the sport and/or your team.
Donnie: Well, I started the Flying Squirrels. We chose flag football as
our first sport in order to immediately establish the Squirrels as a dominating force in the intramural leagues.
While it is against intramural regulations to
have any "professionals" on a team, don't be
afraid to come out and represent your fresh,
Muggsy Bogues-like skills this semester during five versus five basketball.
Games consist of two halves of twenty minutes each
and will otherwise adhere to the National Federation of
High School Basketball Rules. Teams will compete in
the popular round robin type format throughout the five
week season. Those fortunate enough to have the best
records at the end of season will enter a single elimination playoff, and the coveted Spring 2005 champion will
be determined shortly thereafter.
Teams can have a maximum of 11 players on a team
but must have at least five. Jerseys with visible numbers
on the front and back are required of every player, and
generally teams should try to wear contrasting colors
from the opposing team.
Registration is set at $25 per team and begins Jan. 2426. Rosters and fees will be accepted at Fike Recreation
Center in Suite 203 during this time. Competition begins
on Jan. 31.

Basketball

TO: How long have you been playing?
Donnie: The Flying Squirrels have been active for three years now,
with this upcoming semester beginning our fourth year.
TO: Has anything funny ever happen during a game?
Donnie: Once during a softball game, our leadoff man, who was consequently the fastest guy on the team, was up to bat. He was wearing some highly
fashionable tear-away pants, and on the second pitch he hit a hard grounder
to the gap between third and short. As soon as the ball hit the ground he took
off, and by the time he got to first he was running so fast that his pants ripped
off of his legs and fell to ground. Shortly after, both teams fell to the ground
laughing hysterically.

Stories, interviews and
photos by Rob Leake, Adam
Steinberg, Justin Meissner,
Ben Shannon, Brandon Bilinski
and Fike Recreation
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Oscar nods favor "Aviator" Spacey musically
summons Darin
on movie's album

MICHAEL HUNLEY

Assistant TimeOut Editor

"The Aviator" soared away with
11 Academy Award nominations,
the most for any film this year.
Martin Scorsese's biographical
drama detailing the life of Howard
Hughes scored nominations in
Best Picture, Actor (Leonardo
DiCaprio), Supporting Actor (Alan
Alda), Supporting Actress (Cate
Blanchett), Director and Original
Screenplay.
Facing off against "The Aviator"
in the Best Picture race is some
pretty stiff competition: "Finding
Neverland," the biopic about famed
"Peter Pan" author J.M. Barrie
(earning the second most nominations — seven); Clint Eastwood's
dark boxing drama, "Million Dollar
Baby" (also with seven nominations); another biopic, "Ray," documenting late musician Ray Charles
(earning six nominations); and the
critical darling of the year, the
buddy comedy, "Sideways" (which
garnered five nominations).
Scorsese, up for his seventh
Oscar (after no wins!), is nominated alongside a slew of old and
new school directors: 1992 Director
winner Clint Eastwood for "Million
Dollar Baby," "Vera Drake's"
Mike Leigh (who was nominated
in this category in 1997), threetime nominee Alexander Payne for
"Sideways" and first-time nominee
Taylor Hackford for "Ray."
The nominations, which were
announced Tuesday morning, held
few surprises but did contain some
glaring omissions: Paul Giamatti,
the acclaimed star of "Sideways,"
was left out of the Best Actor
race, despite critics basically salivating over his performance, and
the stars of "Kill Bill: Volume
Two," Uma Thurman and David
Carradine, were neglected from the
Best Actress and Supporting Actor
categories. "Closer" and "Kinsey"

were also excluded from many categories, earning only nominations
in the acting prizes, though they
were expected to gather more.
There were some notable surprises among the list, however. Edging
out Giamatti from the Best Actor
list was Clint Eastwood for "Million
Dollar Baby," a performance which
has been overlooked by the other
award shows; little-known British
actress Sophie Okonedo earned a
Best Supporting Actress nomination for "Hotel Rwanda;" in the
Adapted Screenplay category, the
lauded "Before Sunset" edged out
"Closer" for the fifth slot — not
bad for a film that came out last
summer; and the British abortionist drama "Vera Drake" surprised
many with Mike Leigh's inclusions
in the Best Director and Original
Screenplay categories.
Jamie Foxx became the ninth
actor to receive dual acting nominations in the same year — Best
Actor for his performance as
the lead character in "Ray" and
Supporting Actor as a hijacked cabbie in "Collateral." He's the first
male actor since Al Pacino to do
so — pretty good for an actor who
starred in the film "Booty Call."
The acting categories were made
up of some old and new faces while
also honoring a wide field of performances.
In the Best Actor race, Eastwood,
DiCaprio and Foxx are joined by
"Finding Neverland's" Johnny
Depp, who earned his second consecutive Best Actor nomination and
first-time nominee Don Cheadle for
"Hotel Rwanda."
The Best Actress category
pits first-time nominees Catalina
Sandino Moreno (for her acting
debut as a drug mule in "Maria
Full of Grace") and "Vera Drake's"
Imelda Staunton against four-time
nominee Kate Winslet (for "Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind"),
"Being Julia's" Annette Bening

(earning her third nomination) and
1999 winner Hilary Swank as a
boxer in "Million Dollar Baby."
Swank and Bening had a showdown five years ago in the same
category with Swank proving the
champion. Will history repeat itself
or will Bening lay the smackdown
this time?
Sitcom veteran Alda earned his
first nomination for his role as a
scheming Senator, and he and Foxx
are up against some formidable
competition for the Best Supporting
Actor award.
Another sitcom veteran, Thomas
Haden Church, also earned his
first nomination in "Sideways;"
acclaimed British actor Clive
Owen scored his first nomination
as well for his commanding role
in "Closer;" and Morgan Freeman
received his fourth nomination —
his first in ten years — in "Million
Dollar Baby."
Blanchett and Okonedo find
themselves in the Supporting
Actress category with "Kinsey's"
Laura Linney (her second nomination), the lovely Virginia Madsen
from "Sideways" and "Closer's"
emotionally brittle stripper Natalie
Portman, this being the first nominations for Madsen and Portman.
The popular film "Super Size
Me" was included in the Best
Documentary category, although
Michael Moore's "Fahrenheit 9/11"
was excluded, due to Moore's decision to submit the film in the Best
Picture competition instead.
Also notable, Pixar's "The
Incredibles" fared well for an animated film, earning four nominations for Best Animated Feature,
Original Screenplay, Sound and
Sound Effects Editing.
Sadly, "Napoleon Dynamite"
received no nominations — freakin' idiots!
The Oscars will be handed out
Feb. 27 on ABC with Chris Rock
hosting.

BEYOND THE SEA (CD)
Rhino Records
Released: Out Now
BRITTONALL

Staff Writer
With such a personable, effervescent musical style and numerous hits like "Splish Splash" and
"Mack the Knife," the task of
imitating Bobby Darin's absurdly
rich talent would scare many actors
away.
Kevin Spacey, however, was
courageous enough to not only
play Darin's
character, but
also scoffed at
lip-synching
and chose to
sing Darin's
songs on the
soundtrack
himself.
Darin's
popularity
began snowballing in the
late
1950s,
and with a
relentless
drive for reinvention, he Madonna-ed his way
into the 1970s.
On Nov. 23, 2004, Rhino
Records released the soundtrack
for "Beyond the Sea," a movie
documenting the rise of the Rock
'n' Roll Hall of Famer from teen
idol to nightclub sensation.
Featuring two-time Oscar winner Kevin Spacey, Kate Bosworth

as Sandra Dee, Darin's wife, John
Goodman and multiple other
reputable actors, "Beyond the Sea"
showcases 18 of Darin's hits during
his evolution, with Spacey chiming
them after years of developing his
voice.
Backed by a 73-piece orchestra
and recorded in the legendary
Studio 2 of Abbey Road (you can't
go wrong with the Beatles), Spacey
managed an album that is all at
once true to the incredible Darin,
but infused with Spacey's voice for
a touch of reality.
Having grown up listening to my
parents' old records, Darin's hits
— those songs everyone knows but
no one knows the words to — were
among
my
favorites, and
titling myself
as a skeptic to
Spacey's credibility would
be an understatement.
Expecting
a
wavering
voice fighting
to match to
the life and
bounce
so
prevalent in
Darin's, I was
both thrilled
and surprised to find that Spacey
had quietly adopted the habits and
styles that made Darin an American
favorite.
A choice group of the artist's best
songs impeccably harmonized with
his signature vibrancy and energy,
this soundtrack is one that will
make every knee bounce, even the
most cynical.
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Games preview: ahead in '05
ADAM GRIFFIS

Staff Writer
The last quarter of 2004 was one
of the best for games in several
years. In one 30-day period came
the release of "Halo 2," "Half Life
2," "Metroid Prime 2" and "GTA:
SA." It was a season to destroy
grades and wallets.
2005 is unlikely to have any big
blockbusters on the same level as
"Halo 2" or "GTA: SA," but it may
very well have more great games.
While the Nintendo DS was
released in the fourth quarter of
2004, 2005 will be the year the
handheld market matures. This
March, Sony will release the PSP,
a handheld that can play music and
movies and has hardware with the
power of a PS2.
There are already a score of developers working on titles for the PSP,
such as a brand new "Grand Theft
Auto." That PSP uses a proprietary
for movies is of concern — this will
probably lead to higher prices — it
certainly could be the console that
finally makes hand-held gaming an
adult market.
Also, 2005 is rumored to be the
year when Microsoft rolls out its
next console, named either the Xbox
Next or the Xenon. While nothing
official has come out as of yet,
developers of the Xbox Next games
have hinted that it will come out in
the fourth quarter. As for games to
expect, we know there is a prehistoric society simulator named "B.C."
from Peter Molyneux, creator of
"Fable" and "Black and White,"
and maybe another "Perfect Dark"
from Rare ("Conker," "Perfect Dark
64").
For the Xbox, 2005 really has the
potential to be a great year. While
there aren't any huge blockbusters like "Halo 2" in the pipeline,
there's a slate that could truly
make the Xbox the system to own

in all genres. In March, Xbox gets
an action-RPG title set in Ancient
China with "Jade Empire." "Jade" is
from Bioware, the makers of the terrific "Knights of the Old Republic,"
so hopes are understandably high.
In April, Microsoft is releasing
its "Gran Turismo" killer, "Forza
Motorsport." "Forza" will have 233
fully-customizable cars with simulation-style driving and terrific online
support. In June, Rare is releasing
a remake of their classic N64 game,
"Conker: Live and Reloaded," with
a revamped online multiplayer
mode.
For Sony, 2005 is the year for
them to deliver on games long
promised, but which failed to make
earlier release dates. "Gran Turismo
4," sans promised online play, is
slated for a March release, but will
undoubtedly still sell terrifically. It
is sure to match what was so great
about the earlier "Gran Turismo"
games — extreme customization,
real street cars and simulation-style
driving.
Also, "Final Fantasy XII" is
scheduled to be released in late
2005. There's not a tremendous
amount to say about that, but what
needs to be said? The one big surprise for Sony's console this year is
"God of War," a stylized action title
based on Greek mythology, which
should be released in March.
This coming year may be the first
year in which owning a Gamecube
will be an enviable state of affairs,
as the Gamecube is finally getting
the true heir to the classic N64
Ocarina of Time, currently titled
"The Legend of Zelda." In this
title, players will play a battle-hardened adult Link with photo-realistic
graphics.
The new "Zelda" is expected
this June. There are also Gamecube
versions of two classic GBA games
planned, "Advanced Wars" and
"Fire Emblem," both strategy titles

to be released this spring. Also,
there will be a new "Starfox" game
released this February. Nintendo
also has the next Mario sports game.
"Mario Baseball" is scheduled for a
fall release, but considering the
delays of previous Mario sports
games, it is unlikely to make it.
With "Half-Life 2" out of the way,
2005 may be the year of the strategy
game for the PC. "Black and White
2," the successor to the underrated
2001 God game, will have great
graphics and a much more interactive environment.
Although "Black and White 2"
currently has a June release date,
it's most likely going to be pushed
back into fall. Moreover, 2005 will
see three different strategy games
based during the Napoleonic era.
First there's "Cossacks 2," an "Age
of Empires" clone, and the sequel to
the flawed but fun 2001 "Cossacks."
It is to be released in the first quarter
of 2005.
Then there's "Imperial Glory,"
a "Rome: Total War"-style game
from the makers of the terrific
"Commandos," set for a March
release. Third, "Age of Empires 3"
is tentatively scheduled for 2005
from Ensemble Studios, the makers of "Age of Empires," "Age of
Kings" and "Age of Mythology."
A few other titles of note for
2005 include the PC release of
"GTA: San Andreas" and "Republic
Commando" (Xbox/PC), a Star
Wars Rainbow Six-style shooter set
during the Clone Wars. Also coming
will be "Mercenaries," a free-form
war game set in North Korea, and
"Oddworld: Stranger's Wrath,"
an action game from Oddworld
Inhabitants, a developer with a history for terrific, unique games.
So that's the coming year in
games. It's doubtful that it will
match 2004 in terms of sales volume, but the quality of games is
certainly impressive.

Wyoming Fly Fishing Adventure
tor Clemson students.
faculty* and friends!
June 19-25.2005
Trip includes: 5 days of fishing in SE Wyoming on the North Piaffe River and
in fhe Medicine Bow National Forest. Six nights lodging in the Coffonwood
cabins located on the Encampment River in the town of Riverside Wyoming. ALL
Transportation, fishing equipment, and fishing liscenses will be provided!
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"Village scares
moviegoers away
There is one taut and exciting
part in the forest, but after the
main character escapes, the rest
THE VILLAGE (DVD)
of the movie coasts until its end. It
Buena Vista Pictures
reminds me of "The Lost World"
Released: Out Now
in that you are ready for the movie
to be over, but there is still way
more than you thought. Shyamalan
BRANDON BILINSKI
even tries to make you see a whole
Staff Writer
new twist near the end, but it was
M. Night Shyamalan is a very already basically explained and
fortunate man. He made a horror just seems like a last ditch effort
masterpiece in "The Sixth Sense" to generate more post-movie chitand has been riding the wave of chat.
its success for years. In his latThe DVD is pretty mundane
est flick, Shyamalan decided to in that the only special features
take his signature dramatic and include a 30-minute documentary
suspenseful style and apply it to on making the film, five deleted
a 19th century setting in "The scenes, a very boring diary segVillage."
ment written by one of the actressFrom the start,
es and one of
the script seems
Shyamalan's
very
awkward
home movies.
M.lNIGHT SHYAMALAN'S
in that the charThe
deleted
acters speak in
scenes
all
this mix of old
deserved to have
been
deleted
and new speech.
because
they
This ostracizes
were
boring,
the viewer before
he even begins
and the diary
segment was a
to get into the
huge waste of
storyline.
All
five
minutes
of this could be
of my
life.
ignored though if
The documenthe storyline was
tary was decent,
worth
getting
and because I
into. It takes far
1 ME =1 wokimviDi TtlRIlt
thought the score
too long to get
of the movie was
in the suspenseits only saving
fill mood of the
movie, and when it does, the fear grace, that section on the bonus
is over within no time. The twist features was neat.
All in all, "The Village" was
that Shyamalan always has in his
movies (which wasn't very good about as surprising as a "Full
in "Signs") is way too obvious this House" episode, and the DVD
time around, and not only that, but adds nothing new or exciting. Rent
the twist is told so early on in the it if you liked Shyamalan's other
movie that the rest of the viewing movies, but buying this DVD
would be a waste.
experience is bland.

VI LUGE

Clemson Improv presents:

Mock
Turtle
Soup
Fri., Jan. 28th, 8:00 p.m.
Ill Lee Hall
www.MockTurtleSoup.org

Thursday
Prime Rib
$ARD('S
DEN

Hwy 93. Across
from Bi-Lo
654-RIBS

J^CSXJJ

Not Included: Airfare to Denver international airport. We will help arrange
all the flights and all meals.

FKEfNANT...

COSt Per Person: $825 Plus airfare

or think you might be?

Credit available for 1st summer session LSI751
This trip is limited to 8 people! Hurry, while space is still
available!
For more information or to sten
Dan Anderston
Clemson University
298 LeHotsky Hall
Clemson, SC 29634
email: dander3@clemson.edu

UP,

contact:

Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,
accurate...
and it only takes
4 minutes.
No appointment
needed.

WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP

Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1-800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)
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Viewers desperately watch show "Phantom enchants
KELLY GILLESPIE

Staff Writer
I have been "desperately" seeking
something to watch on network television on a Sunday evening.
"Desperate Housewives" couldn't
have come at a better time than on
the heels of "Sex and the City's"
final season.
When it comes to style and
provocativeness,
"Desperate
Housewives" easily fills "Sex's"
shoes, even though they aren't quite
Manolo Blahnik. I liked "Sex and
the City;" it was smart, witty and
sassy.
It was something my roommates
and I could talk about and relate to.
"Sex" was always something worth
watching.
But we are now growing older
and wiser —"Housewives," for
some of us, may even be our future.
What makes "Housewives" better
than "Sex" is its appeal to a larger
audience, which includes men.
The show centers on the lives of
four upper class women living on
Wisteria Lane.
"Housewives" is about community and friendship with a contemporary spin.
It makes being a housewife look
glamorous on the outside.
Each character appears flawless
in her own way, but their desperate
ways seep from the surface.

Wednesday
$1.00 off our
baby back ribs.

ifiRDI'S
DEN
Hm> 93, Across
from BiLo
654-RIBS

Because they are so "desperate,"
the funny things are funnier and
the serious things are even more
serious.
Don't be fooled by the suburbia
setting, these women push the envelope in ways the network has never
seen.
Sex seems to be a repeating
theme in every episode and they
aren't afraid to air it.
This, along with the murder mysteries, keep viewers vying for more.
"Sex and the City" and "Desperate
Housewives" are opposite in setting,
one in the largest city in the world,
the other in an upper class suburb,
but they still mirror each other.
Both have amazing casts and have
strong character development.
In every episode, something happens to each of the characters and
you feel for them.
Each is known for her unique
sense of style and personality, and
a viewer typically relates to one of
them.
The ladies of Wisteria Lane
are Bree Van De Kamp played
by Marcia Cross, Gabrielle Solis
played by Eva Longoria, Lynette
Scavo played by Felicity Huffman
and Susan Mayer played by Teri
Hatcher.
Bree Van De Kamp (like "Sex's"
Charlotte York) is the ultimate
Stepford wive, perfectly poised with
her sweater sets and pearls, and even

puts Martha Stewart to shame (for
the second time).
But she's desperate in her own
way ... Her husband had an affair.
Gabrielle (like Samantha Jones
of "SATC") is the confident, brown
bombshell, former model, married
to Carlos Solis.
Less is more for her when it
comes to dress — that is short skirts
and skimpy tops. She knows what
she wants and isn't afraid to get it
— that being her high school gardener — even if it is right under her
husband's nose.
Lynette (similar to Miranda
Hobbes) dresses conservatively and
has a classic look.
She is usually trying to cope with
stress, and you can't help but sympathize because her kids seem to run
her life. She is desperate for a way
to manage her family, enough to
take her child's Aderol.
Susan (the Carrie Bradshaw) is
bouncing back from her upsetting
divorce. Her husband cheated on
her with a younger woman.
She dresses feminine, but nothing too flashy, enough to catch the
eye of the plumber across the street,
which she has been desperately
seeking.
They say that desperate people
will go to desperate measures. These
characters speak for themselves, and
the more desperate the characters
are, the more we love to watch.

Prague Symphony Orchestra
Brooks Center for the Performing Arts
Sunday, Jan. 30th at 3 p.m.

Live at Hart's Cove!
3 bedroom, 3 bath apartments. $375 per person
per month. NO ANNUAL CONTRACT, PAY
MONTH BY MONTH UNTIL SUMMER.
SPECIAL OFFER. Many amenities! Pool
clubhouse, lake access, volleyball.
Brand new apartments. Gorgeous view!
Call 864-415-7282

BE A LEADER
AMONG LEADERS
Every Soldier in the U.S. Army learns how to become a
leader - AN ARMY OF ONE. With your bachelor's degree,
you can become an Army Officer and be a leader among
leaders. In Officer Candidate School (OCS), you'll learn
management and leadership techniques. Apply now.
Openings are limited.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
Warner Brothers
Released: Out Now
AMANDA GURGANUS

Staff Writer
"The Phantom of the Opera"
is a beautiful rendition of a wellknown play originally written by
Gaston Leroux. Andrew Lloyd
Webber selected Joel Schumacher
to direct the musical, impressed by
Schumacher's method of arranging music within a motion picture
after seeing "The Lost Boys" from
1987. Schumacher and Webber
wrote the screenplay in 1989.
Gerard Butler (The Phantom),
Emmy Rossum (Christine) and
Patrick Wilson (Raoul) star in
this romantic story of true love as
the story comes alive once again,
only this time blazing across the
big screen, creating a "musical
blockbuster."
Christine, an orphan chorus girl
who resides in the French Opera
House, tutored by the Opera's
Phantom, is caught in the center of
a poetic adventure in the making.
This mysterious Phantom hides in
the shadows since he was scorned
by audiences as a child because of
his disfigured face. The interesting
twist in this scenario is that the
Phantom is a creative genius who
creates beautiful music.
After terrorizing the new owners
of the Opera house, the Phantom
discovers an opportunity for his
protege to shine on the stage. It
is this night that Christine sees
an old friend, Raoul, the Vicomte
de Chagny, and falls in love. This
angers the Phantom whom is
deeply in love with his pupil. He
kidnaps Christine during the masterpiece he designed, "Don Juan
Triumphant," anticipating she will
be his eternal bride. It is here that
Christine explains to the Phantom
that his face is not what renders
him hideous, it is his heart. This
statement disturbs the Phantom
immensely, ultimately causing
him to release his captive when
her love, Raoul, comes for her.
It is impossible to talk of
"Phantom of the Opera" without mentioning the music. The
soundtrack is unbelievably powerful, conveying a sense of true love
and passion through each note.
The influential songs, well known
by years on Broadway, reaffirm
once again the intensity of music
that moves the soul. Andrew Lloyd
Webber is the original creator of
the music for the Broadway production of "Phantom" as well as
the acclaimed "Cats" and "Jesus
Christ Superstar." Webber excels

WARNER BROTHERS

"DO YOU LIKE MY SWEET RIDE?":

The Phantom rows his love ashore.
in his ability to transport music to
the stage by bringing the already
renowned songs of "Phantom of
the Opera" and giving them a new
life on the silver screen. He even
wrote 15 additional minutes of
music exclusively for the movie.
Watching the play as a movie
made it easier for me to follow.
I remember seeing "Phantom of
the Opera" on Broadway a few
years ago, but I was unimpressed
because I did not know exactly
what was happening. The movie
makes it easier to see where people
are and to put their emotions into
context within their surroundings. Although nothing can compete with the impression of the
Broadway musical, bits and pieces
collected from the play show up in
the film.
For example, the sound effects
of the audience when the chandelier crashes are from a stage
version in April 2004. The movie
and the play differ in at least one
noticeable way: the falling chandelier occurs much later in the
movie than in the play. This is
a small detail which causes the
action and suspense to heighten
with more intensity, but it alters
the sequence of events slightly for
those who know the story.
"Phantom of the Opera" is
a heartbreaking story of true
love. We do not know where the
Phantom ends up, though we
do know he still loves Christine
unconditionally, and when Raoul
visits her grave years later, he sees
a red rose wrapped in a black ribbon signifying the presence of the
Phantom (it was his trademark).
This story rips at the heart of each
audience member.

CAMPfEST
2005
Come find YOUR summer job
at Campfest 20051

>> Call Sgt. Samuel Dowling at
864-654-3888 to find out about
college loan repayment and
more Army benefits. Or talk to a
Recruiter at the Clemson
Station, 1010 Tiger Blvd in
Clemson.
Monday thru Saturday,
8=00 until 7=00 p.m.

Over 40 camps will be looking
for fun and creative people to
work as counselors, activity
leaders, nurses, waterfront
staff, food service, trip leaders,
hikers, bikers and morel
Wednesday, February 2, 2005
11:00 am—3:00 pm
Hendrix Student Center
Atrium & Ballrooms

Or call toll free 877-267-9098

U.S.ARMY
goarmy.COm ©2001. Paid for by the U.S. Army. All rights reserved.

AN ARMY OF ONE

SPONSORED BY THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
OUTDOOR LABORATORY & PRTM DEFT.
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19
21
23
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26
29
31
34
35
37
39
41
42
43
44
46
47
50

Scene division
Little Mermaid's love
Cipher
Bloke
Khaki cotton twill
Decorative needle case
South of the border
crazy
A ball out of bounds
(2 wds.)
Beech
North of downtown
Cliches
Leg extension
Native ruler in Asia
Mutilate
Part of the "KKK"
Relative
Epoch
Diner
Vivacity
Govern
Bard's before
Animated
Relive
Swiss mathematician
Kitten's cry
Project
Father

51
52
54
56
59
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

Eastern Time
Location
Penny
Not many
Glass jar
Female parent
Titlark
Nerve fiber
Military unit
Revises
Klutz
Children's love
TV rooms
Snaky fish

Down
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

American Civil Liberties
Union (abbr.)
Hack
Sensitivity
Make fun of
Extremely high
frequency (abbr.)
Rampage
Make used to
Support
Former movie part
Particle
Pairs
Rescue

14
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24
26
27
28
30
32
33
36
38
40
42
45
48
49
53
55
56
57
58
60
61
62
63
65

Type of cooking oil
Got out of sleep
Caesar's three
Scholar
Bare
Regions
Parent
African ground squirrel
Climate
Roof overhang
Keepsake
Salamander
Vacations
Athletic field
Constructs
Pot
Peeked
Side note
Make a copy
Gambling game
TV award
Revolve
Shaft
Sucker
Tails
Tangle
Possessive pronoun
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Coming to Littlejohn Coliseum in February - Get Tickets No
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